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ItlIEF HIHISTER'S DEPARIITEI{T

Mr ChristoPherPrice

Dear Mr Price

F"li;;; yo,r meeting with the Chief lr{inister of August 3 this year and as agreed'

;ffi;- oiin" Depardent have held discussions with ACT Govemment agencies in

relation to your proposal for a Generzrl Avjation AirEeld at Williamsdale'

I wouldbrieflylike to relay some ofthe informatiori and comment we have now recei{ed'

The ACT planning and Land Authority.(ACTPLA) believe that there are a number of

significant issues that would need to be addressed'

Firstly, the l-and resrmptiiln require,me,lrts are likelyto straddle multipte blocks and '

associatedleases. gased oninformationto datq ACTPLAbelievethatthere*ry.b." 1
need to utilise two curre,nfly rmleasetl blocks; totally resume one cgrre' fly leased block

and partially resume another two cr:rrently lea'sed blqcks

ACTPLA also believe that curre,lrt leaseholders areunlikelyto be ame'nirble to any

;;;ptil action. However, rnore fi:ndamentally, ACTPLA also raised the issue about

whetherthe land can actuallyberesumedunderthe "LandAcquisitionAct lgg4"T\eAct
requires a public interest case to be established to support resumption and given the scale

*a iot*a"a use and utili.ty of the developme,n! the preliminaryview is that a sEong

public interest case would be difficult to_establish'

The scale of,the resumptioa implies that there is a pote,lrtial for significant costs

associated with this resumption. This raises concerns regarding the suitability 9f 
the

proposed financial model given that the resumption costs are likely to exceed the

proposed cash input from theprivate sector.

The ACT Gove,rrme,nt solicitor's office (GSO) was consulted separatelyontht

manage,raent and ownership framework described in your concept proposal- GSO were

rcIuctlnt to provide any definitive advice noting the lack of clarity on several matters in

your proposal including:

- The ownership stnrctme and governancemodel;

- The input structure (of fr:nds); and

- Details of the proposed framework for on-site developmelrt-
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The De,parhne,lrt has not yet sougfut advice from ACT Treasuryhowever w-e would predict

that Treasury will focris on the llrou"ity orestimates for resuimption and other upfront

costs aod *y 
"*po*r"-the 

Territory.igbt hur" to rec,rrent or operating T#, Further'

the Departme,nt does ootbelieve that crient costings are sufficiently developed and there

is still aneed for a detailed financial as$essmenl ofthe proposal'

In summary, there appear to be ge'lruine and not insigpific3t huritles to the proposal as it

curre,ntly stands *dn rtn"r advice from you is necessary to progress this matter'

Unfortunately you have been out of Canberra frequently over the plt P"+.* so and I
wirl now be on reave from 22 septembi ii zo october. I believe the best thing to do is

meet with You on mY retu:r'

If yo+r-contactAnneMgKev.-e.tt (6207 25gp) a meeting canbe arranged to work througfu

the issues. I have o]iifi thi- iJier to the C6ief frfiinister's office for informdtion

You.rs sincerelY

\xtr

Ian Cox
Director, Business and Economic Development

19 Septe,mber2005
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The HonJon StanhbPe MLA
Chief Minister
ACT Legislative AssenrblY

London Circuit
CTVIC ACT 2OOO

Dear Mr StanhoPe

I am writing to you again about the proposal to develop a General Aviation atrfreld at

Williamstown in tfre aCf. You may recall that when we met trL2A06,I advised you that

if finance is a stumbling block for the ACT Govemment developing the 4rfield, I could

"Ut"ip 
tfr" o"r"rr*y ruiaing from private investors provided that asuitable ownership

model could be develoPed-

I understood from our meeting that you were keen to see the proposal proceed if a way to

do so could be foun4 and I further understood that you directed Mr Ian Cox, Director,

Business and Economic Developmen! to proceed to deterrrine howthis could be m,ade to

work. Specifically, as it is atmost;mpossible for someone outside of Govemment to

determinL what would meetthe needs of Government interms of a public/private

pr.t""i.nip, the Govemment Solicitor's Office (GSO) was to be diiected to advise on

ihut o*o.tship models would meet Government's needs'

I have enclosed the letter that I received from Irdr cox some weeks after our meeting' I

was somewhat bemused to read that the GSO was reluctant to provide any definitive

advice noting the lack of clarity on several matter, including most of the m{tgrs that I
had understood were to be resolved by the GSo. I was particularly puzzled since I

understood that you had directed Mr cox to find out how it could be made to work and

this response has taken it no furtlrer than before. It is, in my opinion and that of several

others *ho hurr" seen IvIr Cox's letter, bureaucratic bullshit at it worst-

The letter raises several ottrer matters which should also be discussed. Firstly, there is t}'e

;g;rtir" that Treasury would, dconsulted,qubstiolJhe yeracity ofthe estimates that I
p.iiia"a. As Treasury was not'ctnsulted r ampuzled at the irse of the word'qveracity"

ihirh, when yoo 
"o*ider 

it, somewhat insulting to either myself or to those that

pro"ia"J me with costing advice. As lhe only other people I{r Cox codsulted appear to

have been ACTPLA and-the GSO, and the GSO apparently does not want to provide any

advice, I would suspect thi$ that word was provided by ACTPLA-

you may be aware that your Department was on the verge of commissioning a financial

feasibiliiy study (an4 LnAerstooa, had earmarked funds for this purpose) which would

have resolved a number of matters such as costings, market and potential retulx, when

the ACT Treasury advised that there would be a budget shortfall. Consequently the study

did.not go ahead. Whilst I am sure that private sectoi supporters of the project could find

the firnds to undertake this study, this would be'seen as apartisan study and Government

would stillhaveto undertake its own study. Soit seems that this matter is raised more to

stall the projectthanto point anypossible way forward'

,r**tttsE;ts'

I r.j
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I mentioned that AcrpLA was also consulted. I would presume that this was the- Ryd 0 0 0 \S,
LeasinB Braneh. Their comments are disingenuous, to yy the least. It had already been

clearly-establishedthat the requirement for the proposed_airfield as it was put forward

was for the "disused" recreation reserve, the Travolling Stock Reserve and the block

immediatelyto the north of the TSR This was identified in my original proposal, in

discussions with Mr Andrew Wilson and in later discussions and site inspections with Mr

Paul lsaks ofACTPLA.

However, Mr Cox',s letter suggests that there may be need to resume land on a broader

scale, based on..information'i6 date'. It would appear, therefore, that neither Mr Cox nor

the Rural Leasing Branch actually consulted the fiies or the one person inAcTPLA who

was already conversant with the proposal. Mr cox also notes the current landowners "are

unlikety to be amenable to any resumption action". I fail to see what point he thinks that

he is rnaking here. Resumption, oo my understanding, takes place *1"1 Govemment

decides to acquire uoa ro. prrposes that it considersio be in the public interest' Few, if
any, landowners are in favour lf *t public interest when it affects them adversely'

Which leads to the next point, that ACTPLA's "preliminary view" is that a stong public

interest case would be difficult to establish

Leaving aside issues such as Canberra being the only Australian capital city to not have a

General Aviation uirfi"la, the rapidly declining numbers of GA aircraft at Canberra

International AirG since its privatisation, an-d th9 potential financial retums to the '

Territory if ttre airfield is established (part ofwhigh-wguldhave been established or

refuted by the abandoned financial feJsmimy study), there is a stronger reason why the

proposal is in the ilbli" interest. This is clearly o"iti*a in my original proposal and is in '

iu.i orr" of the *4o. reasons that I put the proposal forward in the first place'

My major reason forputting the proposal forward was, and femains, that it will

significantly increasJthe cipacity to- contain fires such at the disastrous ones in January

2ArJ:J- I-n fact, trre mujor."*oo tnat has prompted me to re-enter the fray to get an airfield

established at Wilii#sdale (-I was in despair *t* I received Mr Cox's letter, after

having had my hopes raised in our *""tiog that w9 might actually see some action) is that

I can see the samJconditions emerging in-our region as existed before the 2003 fires'

My proposal was based on establishing an airfield in a strategic location which would

permitNsw to op"*i" it, fixea.wing-aircraft into tlrose areas whichye the.seat of $ome

of our most threaiening bushfires, supplementing the ACT's rotary-wing activities'

C,rrently the fixeJ wiig aircraft have^to operatcout of Canberra International Airport

and, whiist they have piority, in practice th"y ""'ot use CIA and achieve the necessary

cycle times (12 minutery r"q"irea to be effectve. williamsdale provides this capability'

Development of the affield as GA affield means that the GA cornmunity pays the cost of

maintaining this facility, not the ACT community at large.

Iwouldsubmitthatthisestablishesafar|ystrongpublicinterestcase.Myproposal
, ili;;J;;;r fr"- the NSW RFS supporting this Plsltion' I note that lv{r Cox' in
, reciting ACTPLA's views, has not tpot"o to the NSW ftpS about this aspect or its views

on the development of a Wjlliarnsdale facility'



which brings me to my final point I was curious as to why ACTPLA was so ,T=-ry 
O 0 1 2 a *pz

opposed toihe proposal. I can understand that it does not accord with the recently

cimpleted.fenitory Plan in temrs of land use or potential industrial development and 
-,

tfrutifrir might not te to the Authority's liking. Ho*"t"t, the Territory Ptao does not t'''

contain anllptovision for a GA aimeta (unless you count Canberra International Airfi.eld,

;hi"h i"fiik"ly to remain viable for GA aetivity), and I must admit that I always rather

thought that the Territory Plan is meant to serye the cornmunity rather than the other way

*orria. I thought that went out when the NCDC was disbanded.

I was aware ttrat there are strdng links between the ACT',s rural community - ie
leaseholders - and ACTpLA's rural leasing division. Given the numbers of ACT public ' "'

;;;il h tfr" WiUia-sdale/ Smiths Road area both serving and former, I would be

surprised if influence were not applied to stop the proposed airfield'

.I would submit that this matter is of significant of public interest which, regardless ofthe

outcome of Williamsdale General Aviation airfield proposal, needs to be investigated,

either inside Govemment or, if necessary, from outside'

Inthe light of I\4r Cox's letter it is obviously futlle fol me to try to push the proposal any-

fi;rther, unless you strengthen the directioot tftui I understood you to give to \4r Cox' and

ensure that the GSo and"ACTpLA (and Treasury) take apositive attitude to the proposal.

Yours sincerely

Christopher Price

j b' - L"/ ' .'< iiZ'



GENERAL AVIATION AIRFEILD . WILLIAMSDALE

Working in partnership to pratect and preserve life, property ond the environment ln the ACT
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To: Kevin Green, Senior Policy Officer
From: Michael Ross, Chief Officer, ACT Rural Fire Service
Topic: Comments on General Aviation Airfield, Williamsdale
Date: 17th April 2OO7

Mr Green,

I would like to refer to your letter you sent to myself on the 13h March 2OO7 outlining
questions for a proposed general aviation airfield at Williamsdale.

I would like to provide the foltowing responses.

1. The development of a general aviation airfield at Williamsdale may increase the
capacity of Fire Agencies within South Eastern NSW to deploy fixed wing aircraft for
fire detection or suppression. With the ACT Rural Fire Service moving into purpose

built facilities at Canberra airport and establishing an Air Support Operations Centre
it is my view that this facility would serve a greatqr purpose for the housing of
aircraft as well as a strategic point for the deployment of aircraft to fires. This also
provides a central location for briefing of aircrew, refuelling of machines and

ensured safe and secured parking for aircraft.

2. The ACT Rural Fire Service may use a general aviation facility during large
protracted fire incidents. This facility would be used as a retardant mixing base for
the running of fixed with bombing aircraft. This would require a hardstand-surfaced
area and access to mains reticulated water supply. The ACT Rural Fire Service due
to the size of the ACT primarily uses rotary aircraft (Helicopters) for the detection
and suppression of fires. The ACT Rural Fire Service would need to investigate and

develop a need for the use of fixed wing bombing aircraft as well as procure the
capability to mix large volumes of retardant.

3. The ACf Rural Fire Service has the same views of a general aviation area if it were
to be built at another site other than Williamsdale in that the purpose built facility at
Fairbairn Canberra Airport is more than sufficient for the requirements of the ACT
and surrounding NSW fire districts to support aviation fire operations.

4. The establishment of a general aviation area at Williamsdale would not provide any
cost benefit to the ACT Rural Fire Seruice in that if the service were to use the
Williamsdale site or any other site for that matter in that storage facilities for

ACT Rural fire Service
PO Box 1o4 Curtln ACTz6o5
rz3 Carruthers St Curtin ACT 2505
Ph. (oz) 6zo7 86o9 Fax. (oz) 6zo7 8Z4j
www.esa.act.gov,au

A member of ACT Emergency Services Authority
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retardant, mixing plants, pumping equipment and other stores would be required.

The cunent facility at Fairbaim Canbena Airport already provides for this in a
purpose built facility.

000 113

I thank you for the opportunity to provide comment.

Regards

Scoft Cashmere
Operations fficer
On Behalf of Michael Ross
Chief Officer
ACT Rural Fire Service.

t)

ACf Emetllsficy Sewlc.es Affiorfry
FO Boxro4CurdnACTz6o5
re3 Camr*rers St Curtin ACT2605
Ph. (oz) 6zot $au Fax (oz) 6zo1 8q+7
umr$r.esaiact gov.au

TtreACr FIrc Brrgnde .HHffiH:gS::
Tltc lClAmhlsnee $ervlce . fira ACIState Emrgpncy Serrlce

to pmtect and preserve llfe, property and the envlronment [n theACf
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ACT Rural Fire Service

Comments on the Proposed General Aviation
Airfield Williamsdale

16ft Novemb er 2004

To:RobClifton_ManagerJointoperationsandPlans.
Cc: Brian Murphy- Operations Manager, ACTRFS"

Mr Clifton ,

I am writing to inform you that I have read the Draft Proposal for the General Aviation

Airfield at Williamsdale.

The ACT Rura[ Fire Service cun'ently has been offered and will utilize during operations

u 1OOO* grassed airstrip at the National Equestrian Centre.on the cottef road for the use

as an airbase for fixed wing aircraft during operational incidents'

This site is in a prime location as it is outside the Canbeffa Airport flight zone and is on

;il;;ri; 
"agi 

of th" residential area of the ACT allowing easy access to the North,

West and South of the ACT in particular the Brindabblla Ranges.

The location of this airfield within the Williarnsdale area would be a possiblg sigJrt for the

ACT Rural Fire Service to potentially use for operationirl purposes fo1firys burning

*itfti"ifr. mtfrern and Eastern parts of the RCf in particular Namadgi National Park

and the Googong Dam area.

I would like to provide the follow comments from an ACT Rural Fire Service Planning

and Operational P ersPective.

r { mains reticulated water supply (underground hyclrants) with 65mm outlets for

the shipping of standpip.r U" ptuc"d at sirategic locations tlu'ough the airfield for

the purpose of water supply to mixing plants of fire retardant and the filling of

fixed wing aircraft for thi use of fire bornbing during operational deploynent'

r A tarmac hard surfac ed areaalongside the airstrip be made available for a

permanent retardant mixing plant ancl supply stores (close to an underground

irydrant), this should also abie to tdke u h"urry u"hicle (dual axle, 20tonnes) for the

. p"rpose of supply of equipment to an airbase for operational purposes. The

retardant mixing plant would require environmental safety protection measures

. around it in the case of sPillage'
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. The airship should not interfere with the flight paths for either commercial or

private aircraft. Concems that the main Commercial upplg1q into ttre ACT from

the south is direcfly above or close to this area, below this is the air corridor for

helicopters de,parting the ACT and tracking south, this would cause delays in

aircraft using ihe airheld for operations being able to take offfrom airstrip which

. during an op-eration is inconvenient as the aircraft need to be able to have the

quickest turn around time while conducting retardant drops to have any effect on

the slowing the rate of spread of the fue.

I would like to thank you for allowing the ACT rural Fire Service to provide comment on

this topic and if you hurrc *y furttrer queries please contact me directly on 0429100517.

Regards
9"o6 eashmere
Planning Officer
ACT Rural Fire Service.

(,



All communications to be addressed to:

NSW Rural Fire Service
Lake George Zone
10 Ellerton Drive
Queanbeyan NSW2621

Telephone: (O2) 6297 1 840

e-mail: nick.tu rner@rfs. nsw. gov.au

NSW RuralFire Service
Lake GeorgeZone
POBox2234
Queanbeyan NSW 2621

Facsimite: (02) 62970068

Kevin Green
Senior Policy Officer
ACT Government
GPO Box 158
Canberra ACT 2601

Your Ref:

our Ref: Hosn 'l\

23'd March2007

Re: Airfield Facility at Williamsdale

Dear Mr Green

I can only reiterate my predecessor, Bruce Arthur's comments being that we would

consider the establishment of a licensed airstrip in the williamsdale area would provide

i strategic and tactical resource available for aerial fire flghting operations'

The facility could be advantageous in the deployment of fixed wing aircraft'

ilrti.,iir.iii, into il.,. Tinderry Ranges and the Nofthern area of the Monaro Team.

The Rurat Fire service is unabre to commit to what extent the use of a facility at

williamsdale. It would be dictated by the circumstances to providg an- efficient and

effective base for aerial fire fighting operations on an as required basis'

The Rurat Fire Seruice is not in a position to contribute towards the

estabtishment/upkeep/maintenance of a Generat Aviation airfield if it were located

;.,til;';lw;iriumloar. or at an atternate site within the canberra/Queanbevan region'

I would like to thank you for altowing the Lake George Zoneof the NSW Rural Fire

Service to provide l.ir*"n1 on tlis-topic a4d if youhave any further queries please

contact me directlY on

Superintendent
Nick Turner
Zone Manager
Lake George Zone

O Rural Fire Service Advisory Council O Bush Fire Co-ordinating Commiftee
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Business & lndustrY DeveloPmenl

Ourref:CMD@71131

Superintendent Nick Turner

Zone Manager, Lake Geor ge Zone

NSW Rural Fire Service

POBox2234
QUEANBEYAN NSV/ 2620

Dear Superintendent Tumer

The ACT Govemment is evaluating aproposal for construction of a General Aviation

airfield near williamsdale. The proponent, Mr Christopher Price, suggests that a major

impetus for the airfield woirld Ue its use as an emergency services aerial fire-fighting

oplrations base for fixed-wing aircraft. A letter of support to Mr Price's from your

predecessor, Mr Bruce Arthur]was included with Mr Pti""" original proposal' A copy of

ild, pri"",, original proposal, ihat includes a copy of Mr Arthur's letter, is attached'

In further evaluating the proposal for construction of a General Aviation airfield near

williamsdale I would appreciate your considered response to the following:

l. Does the NSW Rural Fire Service support Mr Price's statement that a General

Aviation airfield near Williamsdale would make a major contribution towards

improving fire-fighting capability for the region if it were available as an emergency

t"*i"tt aerial operations base for fixed-wing aircraft?

2. Would the Service use a General Aviation airfield if it were established at

Williamsdale and to what extent?

3. Would the Service use a General Aviation airfield if it were established at an

alternative location within the Canberta/Queanbeyan region, and

4. Would the Servicebe willing to contribute towards the

establishment/upkeep/maintenance of a General Aviation airfield if it were located

either atWilliamsdaie or at an altemate site within the Canberra/Queanbeyan region?

Business and Industry Development is also discussing this issue with the ACT Rural Fire

Service. If you requiie furthei information or discussions on this issue please contact me

byphone on02-6207 5843 or email at kevin.seen@act'gov'au

Yourstsincerelv

Kevin Green
Senior Policy Officer
13 March2007

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO BOX 158 CANbETTA ACT 2601

T ',13 22 81 0r freecall within Australia 1800 244 650
ACI Government Homepage: httpJ ryww.act.gov'au
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Ourref: CMDG07/131

Mr Michael Ross

Chief Officer
ACT Rural Fire Service
PO Box 104
Curtin, ACT,2605

Dear Mr Ross

Business and krdustry Development (BID) are evaluating a proposal for construction 9{1
General Aviation aiiield nearWilliamsdale. The ACT Govemrnent first investigated this

froposal in2004 and Bp is now reviewing all infonnation gathered.

The proponent, Mr Christopher Price, raises a number of issues to support his proposal

including the suggestion that a major impetus for the airfield is the need for an emergency

services-aeriA nie-ngnting operations base for fixed-wing aircraft. The ACT Rural Fire

Service provided comment on this issue in 2004. A copy of that letter is attached and I
have also included a complete copy of Mr Price's original proposal.

In reviewing the original investigation into the proposal for construction of a General

Aviation airfield near Williamsdale, and taking into account the previous response from

RFS, I would appreciate your considered response to the following:

1. Does the ACT Rural Fire Service support Mr Price's statement that a General

Aviation airfield near Williamsdale would make a major contribution towards

improving fire-fighting capability for the region if it were available as an emergency

services aerial operations base for fixed-wing aircraft?

2. Would the Service use a General Aviation airfield if it were established at

Williamsdale and to what extent?

3. Would the Service use a General Aviation airfield if it were established at an

altemative location within the Canberra/Queanbeyan'region,' and

4. Would the availability of a new airfield provide an improved and/or cost-effective

means of delivering the ACT'S emergencyresponse capabilities

Business and Industry Development is also discussing this issue with the NSW Rural Fire

Service. If you require further information or discussions on this issue please contact me

byphone on02-6207 5843 or email at kevin.Sreen@act.gov.au

Yorrs sinocrelv

Kevin Green
Senior Policy Officer
13March2007

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO BOX 158 CANbETTA ACT 2601
T 13 22 81 0r freecall within Australia 1800 244 650

ACT Covernment Homepage: http:/www.act.gov.au

Ioz
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Ion Stanhope IvILA
CHIEFMINISTER

TREASURER MINI.STER FOR BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MINISTER FOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS MINISTER FOR THE ARTS

.VIBER FOR GINNINDERRA

Dear

Thank you for youf email of 15 January 2007 in relation to tho proposal to establish an

airfield at Willi amsdale.

As you may know, ihe proposal for a General dviation Airfield at Williamsdale has been

examined at a preliminary level by rny Deparlment.

The view we have taken, and the view put to us by Gen'eral Aviation interests, is that the

private sector should take a leadership role to progress a workable commercial proposal.

the fire-fighting capacity mentioned in youl ernail is an important consideration, but this

has not been the sole justification put forward by proponents for the development of a
General Aviation facility at Williarnsdale.

The Govemment has previously been presented with a conceptual proposal by
Mr Chris Price, who has represented the interests of the General Aviation community on

this issue. I met with Mr Price in August last year and agreed to examine a management

model he presented in that rneeting and also look at land use issues relevant to the site
proposed. Out of that process emergecl a view that cost and land resumption issues were
likely to present significant huldles and the managernent rnodel proposed was not
sufficiently.well developed. The Govemment offered to continue to work with Mr Price
'on 

the issues at a finer level of detail.

Mr Price wrote to me again recently regarding his proposal and myDepartment is now
woiking through those matters with responsible agencies.

While the Williamsdale concept has merit and appeal, there are significant factors and

other stakeholder interests that also must be addressed. Cost, public interest, use of public
funds, and current land use entitlements are real issues that require ploper examination and

consultation.

I will keep you informed of,developments. Thank you for writing to me on this matter.

Yours sincerely

Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister

ACT Lscrsrarrvr Assruptv

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 260f GPO Box L02O Canberra 4C"12601

Phone (02) 6205 0L04 Fax (02) 6205 0433 Email stanl, ope@act gov.au
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Ref: CMD-M07/23

Date

To Chief Minister
Minister for Business and Economic Development

. ChiefExecutive '

From Ian Cox, Business and Industry Development

Subject Response to Mr Christopher Price and
proposal

' re Williamsdale Airfi eld

Critical date and reason
Correspondence received fiorn Mr Price regarding his proposal for development of an

airfield at Williamsdale.

Background
You met with Mr Price on 3 August 2006 where it was agreedthat officers from your
Departrnent would hold discussions with ACT Governrnent.agencies in relation to technical
and operational elements of his proposal. I outlined the results of these preliminary
discussions in a letter to Mr Price on 19 Septemb er 2006 (At Attachment A). A copy of the
letter was sent to your office

This advice in my letter of 19 September was intended to be prelim naryin nature - there
was a commitment given to a quick tuinaround following the meeting with you - and the
reply suggested a fuither meeting with Mr Price in late October to discuss the ACTPLA
and GSO feedback. I also rang Mr Price on the day the letter was sent to him, to talk him
through the emerging issues and the need for further dialogue to progress his model. That
conversation was amicable.

Mr Price rang me in early November expressing angff at the letter,.and making allegations
about vested interests in the ACTPS blocking the proposal. He rejected a further invitation
by me tci meet and discuss his concerns.

From the Departrnent's perspective, Mr Price does not seern to understand that anbbjective
consideration process needs to occur and public servants are an impartial part of this
process. Mr Price lamented to me after the meeting on 3 August2006, that there was no
strong ACTPS champion to push the proposal internally in the bureaucracy, following the
retirement of Mr Andrew Wilson a former CMD officer. I indicated to Mr Price that I
would look at the proposal objectively and progress it in the manner agreed at the meeting,
but I was not the new internal champion of the proposal.

The Deparfrnent has now corlmenced a process to look at the technical md factual issues
raised by Mr Price in his January 2007 letter
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'Mr price,s letter raises a number of complex issues. Thede need to be explored properly

before a comprehensive reply can be sent. Accordingly, an interim response has been
' 

-- I Ipropose(L

. Sqrarate e,mail correspondenee on the affield proposal has also bee,n received from

' consultation 
onsultation wil need to be held withTo explgre the issues raised in Mr Price's letter c

r"roil Governrnent agencies including ACTPLA, GSO,NSW RFS and JACS.

.Recommendation

That You:

i o Note this brief . r

. . Note that a firther advice will b6 provided to you once agencies have been

codsuttpd and a further letter will be drafted to Mr Price

o sign the attached responses to Mr Price and to-.

Contact Offcen Ian Cox
Phone:72004

A,-!;;fr#fli##;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"{,'(
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Our ref

Mr Christopher Price

Dear Mr Price

Subsequent to your meeting with the Chief Minister of August 3 this year, the Department

.has had various discussions with other ACT Government agencies in relation to your

proposal for a General Aviation Airfield at Williamsdale.

Discussions with the ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA) have confirmed that

to fulfillthe proposal

Theremaybe a need to make use of two currently unleased blocks, resume all of
one currently leased block and partially resume another two currently leased

blocks;
Current leaseholders are likely to not be amenable to any.resumption and could

create negative media around the issue; and that
- There may also be an issue about whether the land can actually be resumed under

lhe "Land Acquisition Act 1994".

They also noted the potential significant cost for this resumption

The ACT Government Solicitor's Office have asked for further clarity on several matters

in your proposal, including:

The ownership structure and goveffiance model;
- The input structure (of funds);
- The suitability of the financial model given that the resumption costs for the

currently leased land is likely to exceed the proposed cash input from the private

. sector; and

- Details of the proposed framework for on-site development;

The ACT Treasury will also seek from us clarity on the financial viability of the proposal.

Any support by Treasury for the project will be based on financial factors including
upfront cost and any potential for recurrent costs. To allay Treasury's concerns there will
be a requirement for a thorough and detailed financial assessment of the proposal

providing evidence of establishment costs within the proposed limit, and a demonstration
of annual self-sufficiency. .

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO BOX 158 CANbETTA ACT 2601
T ',13 22 81

ACT Government Homepage: http://www.act.gov.au
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I will be out of the country until the last week of October - when I would be happy to

meet with you to discuss the queries which have been raised by other ACT Gove'mme'lrt

agencies and work out.how we can address these concems.

If you could contact Arure McKevett during my absence on6207 2599, she can schedule a

time for us to meet and work through these issues

Yours sincerely

Ian Cox
Director, Business and Economic Development

13 Septe,mber 2005
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Ref: CMD XXXffi(

15 September2006

Chief Minister

o Chief Executive, CMD

r Director, Business and Economic Development

Robert van Aalst, Business and Econo

Update on Chris Price proposal re potential Williamsdale Airfield

To

Date

From

Subject

!-

Purpose

To provide you with information on progress of discussions with Mr Chris Price regarding

his General Aviation (GA) Airfield proposal for Williamsdale.

Background

o Mr Price is the proponent of a GA Airfield proposal for Williarnsdale.

r Mr Price met with you on August 3,2006.Mr Ian Cox was also present at this meeting.

o At this meeting Mr Price tabled a three-page proposal document outlining a rough

structure for a private/goverrment parlnership.

o . The Department is consulting with other agencies regarding the Price propdsal.

Issues

o The Business and Economic Development branch has had discussionS with ACTPLA
. and the GSO regarding the proposal.

o ACTPLA has confirmed there are significant issues regarding the resumption of the

land, not least cif which is the potential cost and current leaseholder resistance.

o The GSO has sought clarification on all the issues that we asked it to provide advice on

with regards this matter

o We have written to Mr Price to seek clarification on the matters in his proposal that the

GSO has queried and noted ACTPLAs issues. We have also suggested that a fulI
financial assessment needs to be undertaken to allay any concerns ACT Treasury may

have wiih the proposal.

o We have offered to meet with Mr Price to discuss the issues in an endeavour to seek a

way forward.

ACT GOVERNMENT GPO BOX 158 CANbCTTA ACT 2601
r132281

ACT Govern ment Homepage: http://www.act.gOV.au
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M3dia

There is currently no media attention grven to this matter, however, there is a potential fcir

futhermedia coverage.

. Recommendations

That you note this brief.

R0bert van Aalst

Contact Officer: Robert van Aalst
Phone: i53185

^.r!;;frHxiJ{#;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;olo,{
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Ion Stanhope MLA
CHIEF MINISTER

ATTORNEY GENERAL MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ARTS, HERITAGE & INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
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MsussR roR GINNINDERRA

MrPaul Middleton
Executive Director
Recreational Aviation Australia Inc.
PO Box 1265
Fyshwick ACT 2609

Dear Mr Middleton,

Thank you for your letter of 28 March 2006 regarding the proposal to establish a General

Aviation (GA) Airfield at Williamsdale.

I note your concerns in relation to access to suitable airfields by emergency services. I can advise

you that earlier this year, the Emergency Services Authority (ESA) entered into a long term

leasing a:rangement at Fairbaim. This arrangement was entered into on the basis that it provided

the best operational outcomes with regards to legional aerial fire fighting.

You have also enquired as to how the Williamsdale GA Airfield proposal is progressing. As you

will understand, the development of a new facility in a greenfields site raises a significant
number of issues that must be resolved before Govemment could consider committing to its
developmant.

Since Mr Chris Price, the key project proponent, first presentecl the proposal to Govemment in
early 2004, there have been arunge of assessments conducted. My Department has worked with
a number of consultants to assess the proposal, including the commissioning of a study to

determine the suitability of the site.

While you mention in your letter that the development of the proposed Airfield at Williamsdale
is of relatively low cost, from assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there are

significant costs involved in the development of a possible airfield at Williamsdale, including
establishment costs, acquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

ACT LEGISLaTTVT ASSCI\IAIY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2601 GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 260L

Phone (02) 62050104 Fax (02) 6205 0433
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We note that aside from the ACT Emogeircy Services Authority (ESA) recenfly signing a ten-

year lease at Fairbairn, there also appears some doubt as to the suppcirt for the Williamsdale
option from the Canberra Airport Fllng School. Both of these organisations were cenhal to the

proposal.

To dwelop the proposal firther would require an additional detailed feasibility asSessment. At
this stagg the ACT Governme, rt is not in a position to commit funds for this purpose.

Thank you for uniting to me on these lnatters.

Yours sincerely

Jon StanhopeMlA
Chief Minister
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CHIEFMINISTER

ATTORNEY GENERAL MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ARTS, HERITAGE & INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
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MsvnrR roR GINNINDERRA

Dear 
i

Thank you for your email of 10 April2006 about the refuelling difficulties at the Canberca
International Airport (CIA).

While I note your concerns in relation to the inconvenience you have encountered over the past
year, you maybe aware that the Airport is within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth, through
the Departrnent of Transport and Regional Services. The ACT Government has no jurisdictional
authority over its operation.

In the event that an approach to airport management fails to resolve this issue satisfactorily, I
suggest that you may wish to raise this matter with the Federal Minister of Transport and
Regional Services, The Honourable Warren Truss MP.

You have also enquired as to how the Williamsdale GA Airfield proposal is progressing. As you
will understand, the development of a new facility in a greenfields site raises a significant
number of issues that must be resolved before Government could consider committing to its
development.

Since Mr Chris Price, the key project proponent, first presented the proposal to Govemment in
early 2004, there have been arunge of assessments conducted. My Department has worked with
a number of consultants to assess the proposal, including the commissioning of a study to
determine the suitability of the site.

ACT LpCISTaTIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2501 GPO Box 1.02Q Canber:ra ACT 260[.:

Phone (0) 62050104 Fax (02) 620s0433
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From the assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there are significant costs involved
in the development of apossible airfield at Williamsdale, including establishment costs,

acquisition of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

We also notethat the ACT Emergency Services Authority (ESA) has recently signed a ten-year
lease at Fairbaim and that there appears some doubt as to the support for the Willialnsdale option
from the Canberra Airport Flyrng School. Both of these organisatiofft were previously central to
the proposal.

However, to develop the proposal further would require additional detailed feasibility
. assessme,lrt. At this stage, the ACT Government is not in a position to commit funds for this
. pu{pose.

Thank you for writing to me on these matters.

Yours sincerely

{

Jon StanhopeMlA
Chief Minister
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. CHIEFMINISTER

ATTORNEY GENERAL MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
MINISTER FOR ART' HERITAGE & INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
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MrMsrnron GINNINDERRA

Mr Christopher Price

Dear Mr Price,

I am writing to advise you on how your proposal for a proposed general aviation airfield at

Williamsdale is progressing.

You will be aware that the development of such a facility in a greenfields site raises a significant

number of issues that must be resolved before Government could consider committing to its

development.

Since you first presented the proposal to Government in early 2004, there have been a range of
assessments conducted. My Department has worked with a number of consultants to assess the

proposal, including the commissioning of a study to determine the suitability of the site.

From assessments undertaken to date, it is apparent that there are significant costs involved in
the development of a possible airfield at Williamsdale, including establishment costs, acquisition

of land and possible ongoing operational costs.

In relation to the Emergency Services aspect, I can advise you that earlier this year, the

Emergency Services Authority (ESA) entered into a long term leasing arrangement at Fairbairn.

This alrangement was entered into on the basis that.it provided the best operational outcomes

with regards to regional aerial fire fighting.

Aside from this there also appears some doubt as to the support for the proposal from the

Canberra Airport Flying School. The support of both of these organisations was central to the

business case and the ongoing financial viability of the project.

ACT LEGISTATIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 260L GPO Box 102O Canberra ACT 260/'

Phone (02) 62050104 Fax (02) 62050433
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In addition, to develop the proposal firther would require a substantial and detailed financial

assessment and a full analylisbf th" business case. At this stage, the ACT Government is not in
a position to commit firnds for this purpose.

I thank you for your interest in this matter. Should you wish to discuss this matter firther, please

feel free to contact my office.

Yours.sincerely

' 
Jon StanhopeMlA
Chief Minister
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Green, Kevin

From: Van Aalst, Robert

Sent: Tuesday, 16 January 2007 9:03 PM

To: Green, Kevin

Subject: FW: Ministerial- In Confidence

Kevin,

This one may sound complex - and itprobably is given you have no background. I suggets you ask for the extension as a

first step, then perhaps read the background material under BEPPlanning/IVilliamsdale....

I think the first letter and short brief are a good idea - it seems there will be quite a deal of work around this one and a
fair bit of liaising with ACTPLA, ESB and NSW RFS.

Whenl get back in we can hit the brief proper.

Thanls

Robert

Chris Price has written to the Chief Minister expressing disappointment about my correspondence from September. The
brief is on its way to you.

Given India, given people arc away,including me, and givan the complexity of things, I suggest you get an extension to
the back end of February to give us time to do a proper reply. It would also be worth doing a quick reply back to Price
under a simple brief to the CM saying something like;

- attached is an interim reply to correspondence received from ... The letter raises a number of complex issues including
allegations about the professional conduct qf ACTPS officers. These matters need to be explored properly.

"Dear Mr Price

Thank you for your letter .... I have asked my Departrnent to brief me on the issues you raise and I will reply to you in
more detail on my return from India in late February.

I

CM"

The letter also raises some issues about ACTPLA's behaviour and professionalism and Mike Harris probably needs to
write to Neil Savery.

You will also have to dig out the advices received from ACTPLA and GSO and attach them to the brief that goes to the

CM.

The comments about the fire fighting capacities should now probably be explored in fonnal correspondence to our ESB
andtheNSWRFS.

All of this will take time to complete properly.

Sorry, it has become a project! I will send you some emails.

But when in comes to drafting, here are a few suggestions to work. in:

para's 2 and 3

L7/01/2007
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- [CM] 'keen to see the proposal proceed'/ incomect interpretation - CM had some empathy for the proposal'but did not
make any direction to me to make it'work'. What was agrqed was CMD would seek advice from eCtplA on the lease
and resumption issues and GSO would be asked to 6xamine on the financial / operational model put folward by
Price. This was done.

- It is not for the Government to do the background and legal work of the private group, pushing this proposal and its self
interest. We did not offer solutions - we offered to test some of the issues ind assumpiions of tlii proposil.

para4

- veracity testing is what Treasury do to all numbers and proposals - ie, examine it closely / in discussions, ACTpLA did
say that the numbers presented byMr price seemed ,.rnreilistic

para 5

- i think we have said repeatedly that we would assist the private sector to scope the shrdy (ToR, etc), but it should fund
the study itslef. Position hasn't changed and offer hasn't changed.

para 6

- will review this statement. The inforrnation contained is new and ACTpLA will be asked to review.

paraT

- it is not a matter for the landowners to decide. The public interests grounds of the proposal arc weak.

para 10

- i think we need to get some up to date advice from ESB and possibly NSw RFs

para 13/74

- allegation that ACTPLA officers are behaving unprofession ally / referto ACTpLA

para 16

- convenient interpretation of the meeting and the chief Minister's instructions

The brief also needs to say that on 18 September I telephoned Mr Price and talked him through the letter he was about to
receive. I.also exp-lained that I would be on leave until the end of October and it would be a g"ood idea if we arranged a
meeting then to talk through ttre issues raised in the letter. He seemed amenable to this appro"ach.

Mr Price rang me in earlyNoveqber 2006 expressing his disappointment with the letter and saying he believed that self
interested officers in ACTPLA where providing mislEading ad-vice *api"r""iirg p;;d;".ia"ritio1 of the proposal.
He said he intended to investigate land holdings by ACTPiA officers in ttre wittiarnsiale area and would go tL
the media. He had no intention of tatking to thi Govemment any further. I offered to meet with him to talk matters
through but'he was not interested.

Ian Cox
Director
Business aud Economic policy
Chief Minister's Department

t7/01/2007
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CHITT MINISTEN'S DEPARTMTNT
Business & lndustry Developmenl

Ref: (Ministeial Number, TNM number urd/or CMD file uuntber - text is I Apt font and ight aligned)

9February2007 Pages

Mr Gerry Allen, Manager, Leasing

Gr

ao
f, Date

To

Fax

'From

Fax

Subject

02-6207 1862 Phone 02-6207 4965

Kevin Green, Business and InduskyDevelopment

02-6207 0033

Williamsdale Airfield Proposal

Phone 02-6207 5843

ACT GOVERITiIETTT GPO BOX 158 CANbETIA ACT 2601
T 13 22 81 0r freecall wlthln Australla 1800 244 650

ACT Government Homepage: http/Arvww.act.gov.au
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Chief Minister CorresPondence

Number c6uat Crn D 6ctl lz3

t 'r^^7 6lDate Due 30/01/200b0 
O 0 6 4

From: Price ChristoPher

subject: Proposat to develop a General Aviation aidield at williamstown in the

ACT

{ tlotes

Action Required

For Appropriate Action, Economic Devetopment, Arts and comms' Due:

30loln0a7 4|46 PM

-Completion details
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CHIEF MINISTER

TREASURER MINISTER FORBUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

MNISTER FOR INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS MiNISTER FOR THE ARTS

MsN4een ron GINNINDERRA

Dear

. Thank you for your email of 15 January 2007 inrelation to the proposal to establish an

airfield at Williamsdale.

As you may know, the proposal for a General Aviation Airfield at Williamsdale has been

examined at a preliminary level by my Departrnent.

tl-r.t'
The view we have taken, and the view put to us by General Aviation interests, is that the
private sector should take a leadership role to.progress a workable commercial proposal.

The fire-fighting capacity mentioned in your email is an irnportant consideration, but this
has not been the soG;usiincation put forward by proponents for the development of a
General Aviation facility at Williamsdale.

The Government has previously been presented with a conceptual proposal by
Mr Chris Price, who we understand'is representing the interests of the General Aviation
community on this matter. I met with Mr Price in Augus! last year and agreed to have my
officials examine a management model he presented in that meeting and also look at land
use issues relevant to the site proposed. Out of that process emerged a view that cost and

land resumption issues were likely to present significant hurdles and the management

. model proposed was not sufficiently well developed. The Government offered to continue
to work with Mr Price on the issues at a finer level of detail.

. lvk'Price wrote to me againrecently regarding'his proposal and my Department is now

(... working throughthose matters with responsible agencies.

While the Williamsdale concept has merit and appeal, there are significant factors and

other stakeholder interests that also must be addressed. Cost benefit, public interest, use of
public funds, and current land use entitlements are real issues that require full examination
and consultation.

' 
I will endeavour to keep you informed of developments. Thank you for writing to me on
this matter

Yours sincerely

Jori Stanhopc ML4
Chief Minister

ACT LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

London Circuit, Canberra ACT 2601- GPO Box 1.02O Canberra ACT.26A1

Phone (02) 62A5 0104 Fax (02) 6205 0433 . Ernail stanhope@act gov.au
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Ion StanhopeMlA
.CHIEF 

MINISTER

TREASURERMINISTERFoRBUSINESSANDEcoNoMIcDEVELoPMENT
MIMSTER ron rNDicgNous AFFAIRS MINISTER FoR THE ARTS

t_

. TvIELTBERFoRGINNINDERRA

Mr ChriqtonherPrics--

.Dear Mr Price

Thank you for your letter of 15 January 2007 nrelation to the proposal to establish an '

airfi eld at Wiltamsdale.

I have asked my Depar6rent to brief me on the iszues you raise and I will reply to you in

moie detail on my ritum frorn India in late February 2007.'

Thankyou for writing to me on this matter'

Yorus sincerelY

Joa StanhopeMlA
Chief Minister

ACT LTCTUAUVEASSEMBLY

Lorulon Cirsuit Canberra ACT 2601 GPO BoxTB1,Canberra AG 2f,01'

Phone (02) 52050104 Fax (02) 6?flSCA33 Emailsanhope@crgov'au
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Date duewith
Minister's Office

=-frfor

Date due'
with CEOfEce

at Ieasi 2 working daYs

befqre Minister's Office

Aqltlat

Tratking Numbers

C-rY-lD -
6.c,-l l-S

I

ar\z\o,
eq lr I o-r

Date:

Date:

A"y ottrer 
"rtticat 

date and reason

- Cil^;t.oPRen €:^-''-
Reply to corresPondence from: Hz
(if relevant)

Contacf Offieer: }{,r-"jr; Ce""--

Cleared by Manager: R-s>Uael> \.e-JAtX^I' *

(tyPe/Print name and slfn)

Cleared by Direetor: n 
T;r*rHH,*,

Cleared bY

D eputY Chief Executive :

(tYPe/Print name and sign)

Cleared bY Chief Exebutive:

. TelePhonb:

. Date:
. t---, hv-a

D-u-o- D4te:
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Date

To
Chief Minister
Minister for Business and Economic Development

o Chief Executive

From Ian Cox, Business and lndustry Development

Subject Response to Mr Christopher Price and s Williarnsdale Airfi eld

Critical date and reason
Correspondence r""#"Jaom Mr Price regarding his proposal for development of an

airfield at Witli amsdale.

Background
you met with Mr Price on 3 August 2006 where it was agreed that officers from your

Department would hold discuss[ns with ACT Government agencies in relatioa to technical

and operational elements of his proposal. I outlined the results of these preliminary

discussions in a letteri; M, price on 19 Septemb er 2006 (At Attachment A)' A copy of the

letter was sent to Your office'

This advice in my letter of 1g september was intended to be preliminary.in nature - there

was a commitrnent giu"r, to a quiik tu,*-round following the meeting with you - and the

reply suggested u fiiih* r.neeting with Mr Price in late october to discuss the ACTPLA

aild GSO feedback, I also rang Mr price on the day the letter was se[t to him, to talk him

through the emerging issues and the need for further dialogue to progress his model' That

convefsation was amicable.

Mr Price rang m'e in early November expressing anger at 
ihe 

letter, and making allegations

about vested interests in the ACTPS Utoit<iog tf,e pioposal. He rejected a further invitation

b5r me to meet and discuss his concerns'

I believe that Mr price does not fully understand that anobjective consideratiox process

needs to occut and public servants ur. * i*purtial part of ifris process'-Mr. Ptice lamented

to me after the *""ing on 3 August 2006, that there was no strong ACTPS champion to

;;rh tilproposal int#aily in tf,e bureaucracy, following the retirement of Mr Andrew

Wilson a former CMD officer. I indica-ted to il{r Price that I would look at the proposal

objectively and progress it in the manner ageed at the meeting'

The Department has now commenced a process to look at the technical and fachral issues

raised by I\4r Price in his January 2007 letter



fssues
Mr price,s letter raises a number of complex issues. These need to be explored properly

before a comprehensive r"p.ly * be sent. Accordingly, an interim response has been

ProPqsed.

Separate email correspondence on the airfield proposal has also been received from

Consultation < 1rr tll-
T" "*pl;;ih" 

irro", raised in Mr Price's letter consultation ivill need to be held with

several Govemment agencies including ACTPLA, GSO, NSW RFS and JACS'

'Recommendation

That You:

i . Note this brief

' I"J:,t$**#JJi:,#'LHilTlffi:iiJffi"#eagepcies 
have been

. Sign the attached responses to Mr Price and tr

000059 2

Jon StanhoPe MLA / /
AGREE DINOT AGREED/NOTEDIPLEAS E D IS CAS.S

Contact Officer: Ian'Cox
Phone:72004

I
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Williamsdale Airport Development and Financial
Analysis Study

Terms of Reference

Purpose of Studv

This study is a further step in the evaluation of a proposal put to the ACT Government

for the development of a General Aviation airfield at Williamsdale. The purpose of this
phase of the study is to develop operationally acceptable planning options and

determine their financial implications for the ACT Govemment.

The basic proposal is for a 1000m grass strip with minirnum facilities, parking space for
aircraft and sites for lease of hangars. The airfield must accommodate as a core

function emergency fire-fighting services facilities. These facilities will be scoped

i separately and the parameters made available for the study. Ab-initio flying training is

also envisaged as a primary function. Direct and indirect General Aviation activities
that will enhance the commercial viability of the airfield should be considered in the

study.

There are several possible options for development beyond the basic proposal which
would vary the cost of development, potential patronage and revenue. Options
identified thus far include:

o A longer runway
o A cross-nrnway
o Bitumen or other surface thresholds
o . A full bitumen or other mnway surface
o Lights for night operations.

The consultant will, in consultation with the ACT study manager, select up to four
representative options for investigation.

An area of land has been identified as suitable for the basic proposal. Additional land

requirements need to be identified for the above and other possible options, as well as

for any General Aviation-related activities which could enhanbe the commercial
viribility of the development.

Areas of expertise required

It is anticipatedthat three predominant areas of experlise will be called upon in
delivering the study:

o Expertise in the aviation industry, particularly in airfield design. To provide reliable
. costing bases it will be necessary to identify and define a number of realistic
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development options for a GA airfield and generate preliminary designs for each at

the Williamsdale location;
. Ability to conduct market surveys. It will be necessary to determine the level of

demand and potential revenue associated with each of the identified airfield

development options; and

. Abilityto devJop abusiness case. The costing information for each option and the

associated ,"rr"ni" will form the basis for a series of analyses to determine which

options are commercially viable, either on an operating cost basis (which would take

construction of the facility as a'sunk cost'), or on a full cost-recoverybasis.

Each option would require sufficient preliminary design work to be undeftaken to

enable a reliable estimate of costs. Assessments of potential demand and willingness to

pay also will be required to assess revenue streatns. It is anticipated that these

asiessments would be made through mai'ket surveys, however alternative lneans may be

proposed for consideration.

Outcome of study

The study will develop a number of design options for a Williamsdale airfield, and

produce preliminary estimates of revenue and expenses for each option. For each

option the likely requirements of or returns to, Govetnment should also be identified.

The potential development patterns over time are also of interest, and the study will also

identify growth options and associated land requirements.

Timi4e of study

Government is keen to progress consideration of this proposal. An indicative timetable

for this study process is therefore as follows:

o . Advertise for expressions of interest 12 Februar y 2005- allow 7 days for response

o Shortlist preferred consultants by 25 February

o Call for proposals 28 February - allow 2 weeks for responses

o Select consultant by 18 March

.Cornpleteconsultancydocumentationby25March

o . Study commences on 28 March, progress report 15 April, completion by 29 April

. Study finalised by 13 May

Other factors

51
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A significant issue in preparing costings for development options is land cost. It is

antiJipated that the successfulienderer rnay be required to obtain commercial valuations

for the cost of land to be resumed for the development(s).

The ability to operate effectively as a base for aerial fixed-wing fire fighting op_erations

is crucial io the development. iiscussionS will be held with ACT Emergency Services

and NSW Rural Fire Sirvice to establish the parameters for development of the site to

meet the needs of aerial fire-fighting operations. These discussions are expected to

cofnmence in early February for completion that month, and will primarily be 
.

conducted by the ACT's in-house aviation consultant andprovided as part of the study

documentation to the successful tenderer.

The development is taking place bdjacent to the Monaro Highway, one of the National

Capital Auihority's Approaches ofNational Significance. This is likely to place

coistraints on the deveiopment of aviation facilities at the site which will need to be

reflected in design work. Whilst the ACT will conduct initial discussions with the NCA

to identiff any disign constraints, the successful tenderer should take into account the

possible need to consult with the NCA on design concepts.

A steering group will be established comprising representatives of relevant ACT
Government agencies. This steering gloup will develop the detailed requirements for

the financial analysis to b.e produced by the study.

This committee will be chaired by Policy Group. The study will be managed by
Andrew Wilson, Manager, Cabinet and Policy Group, Chief Minister's Department.
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Financial Study of Proposed Airfield

The Chief Minister's Department of the Australian Capital Territory is calling for .

expressions of interest from consultants to undertake a study of the financial
implications for the Territory of a proposed General Aviation (GA) airfield at

Williamsdale in the ACT. The purpose of this study is to identiff and assess various
development options in terms of their cost and demand and revenue.

The study requires three areas of expertise:

o Expertise in the aviation industry, particularly in GA airfield design.

o Ability to deterrnine the level of demand and potential revenue associated with each

of the identified airfield development options; and
. Ability to develop a business case.

Expressions of interest will be assessed on demonstrated expertise in these three areas,

and detailed proposals will be sought from the best qualified. Expressions of interest
should include information on relevant work undertaken by consultants, and should also

include contact details for referees for relevant studies previously undertaken.

Closing date for expressions of interest is close of business Friday 18 February 2005.
Further information is available from Andrew Wilson on (02) 6205 0592.
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Parameters foi proposals to undertake a Financial Studv of
Williamsdale

This document needs to be read in conjunction with the Tenns of Reference for the

financial study of the proposed Williamsdale General Aviation airfield'

Objective of study

The purpose of the study is to establish:

o The estimated cost of constructing an airfield at Williamsdale;

o The estimated patronage for the proposed airfield development, including revenues

which would be generated by uses; and

o 
.The 

on-going costs of operation'of the facility once constructed.

Base-Line development for the study

The base-line for airfield development is to be a 1000m grass airstrip utilising Blocks

1647,1648 and l4S2Tuggeranong in the Australian Capital Territory. This is to be

used both for the cost estimates and for the revenue and operating cost estimates.

Advice on other development options

The ACT Government also wishes to obtain information on costs and revenues

associated with incremental airfield developrnents beyond the 'base-line' development

option. It is expected that the consultant will identify development options which are

most likely to generate patronage and revenue. Options might include extending the

runway, hard-surfacinglh" runway, providing a cross l1]nway, facilitating night

operations, or some combination of these options.

Output of study

Ideally, the ACT Government wishes to generate demand/revenue curves (thatis,

poteniial patronage at eachprice-point, for a range of charging options) for each of
ihese options, as well as the information on their capital and operating costs. lt is

recognised that within the limits of the study budget of $20 000 it may not be feasible to

expllre all possible options. Proposals should therefore be put forward on the basis of
what can be delivered within the identified budget'

The study must deliver the required infonnation on the base-line case. Consultants

should also identiff which, if any, additional development options they propose to

examine within the scope of the study, and it is expected that these additional

developments will be silected based on expert industry knowledge of which options are

likely to represent the best investment (additional return for additional investment).

;.I
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Market study

The ability to deliver an effective market study is crucial to this analysis. Consultants

should identiff the methodology proposed for the market study in sufficient detail for

the Steering Group to satisff itself that the approach is rigorous.

Spread-sheet analYsis

The market analysis for each option examined must be accompanied by an electronic_

spread-sheet which will providi the market information in a form which will enable the

Couernment to examine all options within the range of charges and associated demand

identified in the study.

Development of ProPosals

As the range of development options is significant, consultants may wish to discuss

proposed approaches to ttre study with the Study Manager. These discussions will be

held confidential. The Sfudy Manager is Andrew Wilson, who can be contacted on

' (02) 6205 0592or0402393 347.

' 
Information in proposals

Proposals should include detail of who will perform what role in completrng the study,

and provide curriculum vitae for the persons undertaking work on the study.

Timing for proposals

Proposals should be provided by close of business on Friday 11 March 2005. They may
' be forwarded electronically to:

andrew.wilson@act. gov. au

A hard copy should provided to:

{- Andrew Wilson
Cabinet and Policy Group
ACT Chief Minister's Department
GPO Box 158
CANBERRA ACT 260I
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(rough) Notes on Discussions regarding proposed Williamsdale GA Airport

613106Proposal

Ian Cox, Rod Burgess, Robert van Aalst

Rod handed over several copies of the original proposal received fl'orn a
Christopher Price January 2004 and an 'operational feasibility assessment
report' commissioned by CMD and completed by 'Airport Technical Services
Pty Ltd' - dated AugustiSeptember 2004.

Rod gave an overview of the history of the issue.

General aviation owners have been looking for alternatives to Canberra
International Airport (CIA) since prices have risen dramatically and the
Airport owners seem to have a strong comrnercial focus.
Some small plane operators have moved to Yass and other regional small
airfields (and perhaps some to Coorra?)

:Fit}[:1lT##]1ff#,[1;ffi ;Hl,%ffi?:::T:Xffi',J"benef i,from
a 'less busy' airstrip closer to potential fire situations - However - Emergency
services have recently (?) come to an agreement with CIA for a permanent
location at CIA

introduced Chris Price to the CM (some time in 2003?)
The Chris Price proposal had the value of the work estimated at $600k, which
didn't include land acquisition (which would be a significant amount as there
was one privately leased block invoived).
The 'Assessment of Operational Feasibility' report, commissioned by CMD,
went to cabinet and they asked for a fuiIher, more comprehensive study to be
undertaken - which would probably cost in the vicinityof $50k - $80k. Such a
study would include:

o A full site analysis
o A review of the original proposal
o Environmental assessrnent

o A firming up of costs - including land acquisitioni' : t fiilll3":3J#Tff#i""1ll3lro,",,,,ur sites (is w,riamsdale the best
option for a GA airfield?)

Rod suggested the issue was luke wann politically and that there was no
strong view either way as to proceeding with the option or canning it.
The issue is not seen as ahighpriority
Rod suggested that we should 'sit and wait' until it receives more attention -
then theplan would be to instigate the fulI and more comprehensive study.

QUESTION

What is the benefit to the Govemment in proceeding:
1. With a costly consultancy
2. With the proposal should the consultancy look ravourably on the option
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Extract from letter by CM 050505

Shoutd the Government determine that it could be of benefii, ft *itt then be necessary
to undertalre afull Preliminary Assessment, including environmental impact, heritage
and cotirnunity impact studies. This will provide the opportunityfor compreherxive
community coraultation, to inciude both those pe.ople who support such a
development as well as those who consider themselves disadvantaged by it.
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10 May 2006

Chief Minister

From

Subject

Department of Economic Developrnent

Williamsdale General Aviation Airport

Background/Issues
o. In June 2003 you met with rnembers of the GA community led by

discuss the possibility of a GA airfield for the ACT. ln January 20A4, Mr Chris Price
submitted a proposal to your office in relation to establishment of an airfield at Williamsdale.

o The Williamsdale proposal assumes the support of the Canbena Airport Flying School and
the ACT Emergency Services Authority's (ESA) fire fighting aircraft. Since then,

Additionary,theACrESJ;::',.:".#r11iH,Tfi i'lilffifl 3:ii:ffi",irT*
o Canberra Intemational Air-port (CIA) denies it is trying to minimise GA aircraft usage at the

Airport or that it has increased costs significantly to ttris sector of the industry. Th" bIA hut
welcomed the proposal for a second airport to cater for general aviation.

o Despite support for the Williamsdale proposal fiom 80 small aircraft. owners, the GA
community is a small, select segment of the ACT population.

o The proposal indicated a cost of $660,000 for the establishment of the airfield - this is likely
to be understated. An additional, but as yet unknown amount, would be required to cover the
cost of acquiring the land (a portion of which is currently privately leased) and to meet
ongoing operational costs, where these are not be met by usef fees.

o An oAssessment of Operational Feasibility' commissioned by the Chief Minister's
Department (CMD) in September2004 noted the Williamsdale site suitable for a 1,000m
grassed runway for use by single engine (and limited twin engine) general aviation.

o The next step, of an 'Independent Analysis of the Business Case' to further examine the
financial aspects of the submitted proposal was never undertaken as the funding allocation
was withdrawn in a round of budgetary savings in 2005. It is considered that around $80,000
would now be required to undertake this consultancy.

o You have recently written to the project's main proponent, Mr Chris Price, advising him the
Govemment was not in a position to commit funds to an analysis of the business case.

Recommendation
o The Department does not believe it is in the Government's interests to progress the project at

this stage due to:
o The ACT ESA securing a long-tetm arrangement at the CIA,
o A likely lack of support from the Flying School,
o An unverified amount of $660,000 for establislirnent costs,
o Land acquisition costs which are likely to be substantial,
o The potential for ongoing opeiational costs where user fees are inadequate,
o Current ACT Government budget issues and the apparent lack of a business case.

Robert van Aalst
x53185

Contact Officer:
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3 AUGUST 2006

Meeting between Chris Price (Williamsdale Airfield proponent) and Jon

Stanhope (possibly) and Greg Friedewald.

ins Notes for Ian Cox

There have been a number of briefs completed and correspondence drafted on this

issue over the past few months. The policy position we put forward was that, contrary

to the earlier direction taken by the CMD, the proposal for a General Aviation Airfield
should come OFF the agenda of the Govetntnent due to:

- Current budgetary position (of the ACT Government)

- A lack of identifiable and broadly-based 'community benefit' and

- An unproven business case (which raises the possibility that a GA airfield could

be costly, not only to establish, but also as an ongoing cost concem to

. 
Govemment)

The Chief Minister's most recent letter to Mr Price included the following:

" ... .... the Government is not in a position to fund this work at this time. However, if
the private sector is prepared to fund this worlc, the Got ernment would assist with the

scoping of the study to inrurc the appropriate issues are addressed..- ..... "

SCOPING OF STUDY

Attached are the initial 'terms of reference' as drawn up by CMD in early 2005 for a
consultancy (which never proceeded). The purpose of this consultancy was to test the

financial viability of the proposal. It is clear that a comprehensive Business Plan and

Cost Benefit Analysis needs to be undertaken on this proposal before anyone would
invest financially in it. Other issues that would need to be considered include:

- An environmental asSessment (possibly an EIS - Am unclear on the

requirements)

- An assessment of the noise impact and general community impact of an Airfield
at Williamsdale

- Planning issues would need to be addressed with ACTPLA and the NCA (as the

Monaro Highway is a 'Major Approach' to the National Capital)

- oPotential costing/availability' of the land - some of which is cunently ACT
Govemment owned, and the balance privately leased

- CASA issues would need to be fuithel addressed - noting that an examination of
'controlled airspace issues' was briefly covered in the initial consultancy.

Attached are:

- The meeting brief prepared for the CM fbr this meeting
- Copies of the most recent correspondence between the CM and Mr Price
- A copy of the TOR for the unfulfilled Business Case study
- A copy of the initial 'assessrnent of operational feasibility' study
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New ACT airport plan
(Date: 1710112005)

The ACT Government will prepare a business case for a proposed second airport, at
Williamsdale for light aircraft and pilot training, a spokesman for ACT chief minister Jon
Stanhope said.

He said the proposal had been before treasury and cabinet and warranted more analysis.

The airport's proponent, Chris Price, who has been pushing the case for more than a
year, said the 1000m grass strip would be used by firefighting aircraft and for pilot
training.

Price said Bankstown, Goulburn and Cooma airports were cheaper to fly out of since
Canberra's airport was privatised and the territory had lost many aircraft owners and
industries associated with flying and maintenance.

Noise would affect three homes at Williamsdale, but commercial activity would be
generated by fuel sales and accommodation. The training patterns would run to the west
of Williamsdale, over a national park.

http://www. aopa. com. ar:/infocentre/nern s. clin#9Z

6.4. Proposed General Aviation Airport at Williamsdale
Alex Ananian-Cooper, Capital Airport Group, advised RAPAC of a proposal for a general
aviation airport at
Williamsdale. Details of the proposal are not yet available from the proponents.
Members suggested the proponents present their proposal for Williamsdale at the next
RAPAC meeting in
September.
Action ltem: Alex Ananian-Cooper to organise for the proponents to give RAPAC a brief
on their proposal
for Williamsdale at the next meeting in September.
Agenda ltem: Ongoing

Second ACT airport under'serious consideration'

The ACT government is considering a proposal for a second low-cost airport in the ACT to cater for general
aviation, according to a report in today's Canberra Times.

It said the ACT government had "signalled it is very interested" in the proposal put forward by a private
citizen, Chris Price, in a submission to the government in January.

The proposed site forthe airport is at Williamsdale on land that is mostly held by the ACT Government and
partly held under a private pastoral lease.

It is said to be one of a long line of sites considered over time by the ACT government as a means of easing
pressure on general aviation caused by the growth of Canberra International Airport.

B March 2OO4

http://wmv.travelbiz.com.aularticles/e6l0c0 I q4e6.asp

. airservices australi a.

fI E-mailThis PagB
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MR STEFANIAK: I have a supplementary question. Minister, will the government

definitely build a dragway at Majura or are you looking at other options, such as

Williamsdale? Inote your answer, but I saw in the press something about 307

hectares, or something like that, of land at Williarirsdale for some other motor sport

facility that no-one seemed to know about. My question, basically, is: will you

definitelybuild it at Majura or is the government looking at other options, such as

Williamsdale?

MR QUINLAN: I cannot bring you up to date exactly on Williamsdale, but an area

of Williamsdale is also being kicked around as a general aviation airport as well
because of the pressure that is being applied to general aviation at Canben'a airport. A
lot of the general aviation has been just elbowed out and people who ran businesses

out of the Canberra airport previously are now standing at Cooma and other places,

even as far as Cowra, in terms of flying schools and those sorts of things that have
been squeezed out.

I think that it is fair to say that the Williamsdale site is inhibited largely by the
development at Royalla. It is a development outside our control-it is a New South
Wales development-of 100 houses or so, but I am not sure exactly of the number. It is
quite independent of the ACT. It is not dependent on our infrastructure, but
established, andthat tract of land is now placed within earshot of suburban
development

http :i/www.hansard. act. eov. aulhansald/2005/week02/493.litm

Govt to examine new ACT airport
By John Thistleton
lVednesday, l2 Janr.rary .r005

Canberra is another step towards a second airport, catering for light aircraft and
pilot training.

The ACT Government will prepare a business case for the proposed airport, at
Williamsdale.

A spokesman for ACT Chief Minister lon Stanhope said the proposal, which had
been before Treasury and Cabinet, had merit and warranted more analysis.
Federal authorities did not have a problem with it and he did not think Canberra
Airport would have a problem, because it would remove light aircraft activity.

It was too early to say who would build the airport or who would run it. The
business plan would probably be finished within six months

Aircraft owners who left the teritory when the Canbera Airport was privatised could
retum if a general aviation strip opened.

The airport's proponent, Chris Price, who has been pushing the case for more
than a year, said the 1000m grass strip would be used by firefighting aircraft and
for pilot training, generating a new industry for Canberra.

Mr Price, a pilot and retired policeman, said 128 aircraft would come tomorrow if
the airport was built. He knew of three ultra-light and two general aviation
schools and two maintenance organisations interested in Williamsdale.

'16
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A Civil Aviation Safety Authority spokesman said the authority would have no
involvement because the airport would be outside controlled air space and it
would not need a CASA certificate.

Mr Price said Bbnkstown, Goulburn and Cooma airpbrts were cheaper to fly out of
since Canberra's airport was privatised and the territory had lost many aircraft
owners and industries associated with flying and maintenance.

Noise would affect three homes at Williamsdale, but commerbial activity would be
generated by fuel sales and accommodation.'

The training patterns would run to the west of Williamsdale, over a national park
and the.second strip would remove many flights from the central Canberra area.

Ba.rry Smith, whose family has farmed the block identified for the air strip for t4O
years, opposed the. idea because it would disrupt his super-fine merino grazing
business. He said hills and north-west winds from the Murrumbidgee River
corridor would jeopardise safety and an airport would harm the environment.

Royalla-Williamsdale Landcare chairman Bob Moore said landholders objected to
the plan. The strip would be about 300m from a recreation park and'on a
travelling stock reserve.

Canberra Aero Club aircraft manager Ben Matthers said the club, which had 120
members was keen to see anything supporting general iviation in the area.

"We would like to stay at Canberra airport and believe there are moves there to
create something for general aviation there."

Canberra Airport declined to comment,

http://canbena.yourzuide.com.auldetail.asp?story_ic1:362819&y--2005&m:1&class:
News&subclass:Lo cal&cate goqr:General*Ner,vs&class*id:7

Chris Price, a local aviation enthusiast, has developed a proposal for the establishment of a grass airfield in
the vicinity of Williamsdale in the ACT, just to the north of the service station on the Monaro.Highway. The
discussions with the ACT Government have been going well and the signs are looking .very positive.

Chris has expressions of interest from lbcal emergency service providers as well as GA and AUF flying
schQols. He has ongoing meetings with the ACT Government and would Iike as many expressions of support
from potential users of such a facility as possible.

jl. il':i'ir i::.i i,::i

f;nir,ii .ii.i.l,il Sii:::,iilIi,r.tr:.,-.. iii,,i,;;:i :,,ilini.fti:r:li ii:,,;.tfurl 4fl1'

Dear

Thank you for your e-mail of 6 April 2005 about the proposed General Aviation (GA)
airfield at Williamsdale.
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As you will understand, developing a new facility in a greenfields site raises a

significant number of issues which have to be resolved before Government can

commit to its development. The ACT Governrnent commissioned a physical

feasibility study to aisess whether the nominated site could accommodate the

propor"d uctivities safely. That study was completed late last year and found that the

rit" ir physically suited to a range of aviation activities including ab-initio training.

The proposal put to Government by Mr Price suggested that on-going operations, at

least, could bJ supported by revenue fi'om GA activities at the airfield. In order to

establish whetheiihe Govemment wishes to proceed fui1her, we need to have a good

understanding of the financial aspect of the proposal - the costs of construction,

operating costs and revenue. We are currently looking at options for establishing the

financial elements of the proposal.

When we have that infomtation we will evaluate whether it is in the interests of the

broader community to develop such a facility. Should the Government determine that

it could be ofbenefit, it will then be necessary to undertake a fuIl Preliminary
Assessment, including environmental impact, heritage and community impact

studies. This will provide the opportunity foi comprehensive community

consultation, to include both those people who support such a development as well as

those who consider themselves disadvantaged by it.

As you will understand this is not a quick process and, considering the potential

impact on the comrnunity, we are exarnining the proposal carefully and thoroughly.

Yours sincerely

Jon Stanhope MLA
Chief Minister

,'irsrir rl.'iirir." ,. ;l,.; ;'- r,',,". i 
' 
,tti;.,',.. i';:,' . ,,iisngir:'

The Chief Minister [of the ACT] received a pr-oposal in January of this year that the

ACT Government should develop an airfield at Williamsdale. The proposal is for an

1100 metre grass strip, with additional space available for hangar and management

facilities. The proposal is supported by a letter from the Yan'owlumla/Queanbeyan
District of the NSW Rural Fire Service indicating that development of an airfield at

that site would be particul arly advantageous in deploying NSW fixed wing "Fire
Bomber" aircraft into the southeastem quadlant of the District, the Tindery Ranges

and "the northem area of the Monaro District" (ie the ACT).

The proposal also indicates that afacility at Williamsdale would remove a significant

number of GA flights from the central Canbema area, effectively extending the life of
Canberra airport before air traffic congestion leads to the need to develop a third
ruflway.
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The ACT Government has been approached on a nurnber of occasions over the past

five years bymembers of the GA community, asking that Govemment provide a

separate GA facility within the ACT. The advice, and I understand that this was
consistent with advice on previous occasions, was that the proponents needed to put
forward a specific proposal which the Govemment could consider. This is the first
such detailed proposal received by Government.

Following earlier approaches by the GA community Maunsell Mclntyre, in 2000, was
commissioned to conduct a review of studies undertaken over the previous thirty
years of possible sites for airports. The Maunsell Mclntye report reviewed studies
that had essentially been undertaken to establish possible alternative sites for
Canberra's major airport. That review did not look at sites which were not previously
identified and, as the Williamsdale site had not been previously identified, that report
did not consider it.

The Maunsell Mclntyre reporl identified four possible sites for a GA airfield within
the ACT, but each presented significant environmental, safety or cost issues. In view
of the findings, no fuither action has arisen out of the review, and the ACT
Government has not sought a site for either GA activities or as an altemative to
Canberra's existing airport.

Air Services Australia has indicated that there are no airspace impediments or
restrictions that may affect the Williamsdale site, and informal advice from CAS A
indicates that there are no significant identifiable safety issues.

As there may be significant public interest benefits in development of such a facility,
the Chief Minister has directed his Department to examine the proposal in order to
establish whether the site is viable, and if so, what issues arise out of its development
as a GA facility.

As the first stage of that, an independent consultant will examine the site to provide a
formal assessment of its suitability for a GA airfield. If this preliminary assessment
indicates that the site is suitable, the Govemment will then consider what further
actions to take.

Andrew Barr
Labor Candidate for Molonglo
www. andrewbarr.com. au

r, I :::,tll4t

A little over three weeks ago I presented a proposal for an emergency services and
general avation (including ultralight) airstrip at Williamsdale in the ACT. There has
been much speculation within all areas of the aviation community about the contents
of the proposal.

The information that can be released at present is as follows:
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oTheproposalisforal000mgrassairstripatWilliamsdaleintheACT.

o The aim is to provide a base of operations for emergency service aircraft and affordable

accommodationind operations for general aviation and ultralight aircraft'

. The proposed airstrip is outside of controlled airspace, under the 4500ft Class C step, and within a

few miles of the 6500ft Class C step'

If the proposal is successful, the airstlip will be licensecl and there will be provision

for hangaiage, both private and cornmercial, as well as nornal tie-down facilities'

The processes required to obtain approval for a proposal afe extremely detailed and

time-consuming and I am not preparecl to speculate about the time scale involved'

Until such time as the ACT Government releases a decision in relation to the

proposal, all other information must remain confidential'

Speculation and rulnours about the proposal are at the very least pointless and have

the potential tojeopardise any chance the proposal has ofsuccess.

As soon as I can give you more detailecl infonnation, I will certainly do so.

Chris Price

'! :r '" ; ''" 
' -r':- t'

In January of this year aproposal for a general aviation and emergency services

airstrip was presented to the ACT Governtnent.

The reason for this proposal is to provide a base of operations for emergency service

akcraft.and faciliti.i fo. general aviation operations which is affordable and outside

controlled airspace.

The proposed airstrip would be situated within the ACT at Williamsdale, 18nm from

Canb"tra Airport gSCel, under the 4500ft Class C step, and 2nm from the edge of
the 6500ft Class C step.

The proposed airstrip would be an 1100rn-long registered glass strip with a 350

degrle orientation, the southern end of which would commence approximately 900m

north of the Williamsdale service station'

The airstrip would have security fencing and provision for aircraft.parking and

hangarage, both private and commercial.

The costs of parking would be based on ailcraft type, not on gross maximum take-off
weight, and are projected as follows:

o Ultralight aircraft - $400 per annum

o Single-engine aircraft - $700 per annum
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o Twin-engine aircraft - $1200 per annum.

Landing fees would be included in these prices.

Al1 hangarage would be constructed to specific covenants in order to avoid the

probleris of-having a disorderly collection of structures which would detract from the

area's visual impact and appeal.

The cost of hangarage has yet to be finalised but would not be expensive, and there

would be provision for both private and commercial ownership of hangars'

If you would consider relocating your aircraft or commercial operations to the

proposed airstrip, please respond in writing to the undersigned at your earliest

convenience.

Yours faithfully

Chris Price

Govt considers plan for second airport
By Verona Burgess, Public Service Reporter
Monday, B March 2004

The ACT Government is giving serious consideration to a preliminary proposal for
a low-cost second airport in the ACT to cater for general aviation.

The proposal includes a suggestion that emergency services aerial operations
could also be based on the site.

The proposed 1200m site is at Williarnsdale, not far from the location of the failed
quarry venture and outside controlled airspace.

This would help reduce costs in the general aviation sector, mostly recreational
and charter operations.

The proposed site is on the ACT side of the border, adjacent to the Monaro
Highway, on land which is mostly held by the ACT Government and partly held
under a private pastoral lease.

It is one of a long line of sites considered over time by the ACT Government as a

means of easing the financial and spatial pressure on general aviation caused by
the growth of Canberra International Airport'

The presence of general aviation in the ACT has been reduced significantly in

recent years.

The proposal is already suffering some behind-the-scenes turbulence between
supporters of the idea.
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But the ACT Government has signalled it is very interested in the proposat, put by

a private citizen, Chris Price, in a submission in January'

A spokesman for the Chief Minister's Department said that any development of

the new airfield for general aviation would be at the Government's expense and

not that of a privatJdeveloper."This proposal is some distance off becoming a

reality and government agencies are giving thought to possible governance
.arrangements as part of the process of considering the proposal's viability.

"Whatever arrangements seem feasible, our principle aim is to preserve the
Government's interest, as it is being asked to fund the land and infrastructure'
provision.'

He also said the ACT Government had protocols in place for dealing with
members of the public.

An officer in the department had been providing advice and assistance to
proponents of a new airfield for a number of months and had done so in an

appropriate and ethical manner.

{--. -
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Price Williamsdale letter response
NOTES 13t2t07

Para 1

Re iterate that we believe a privately funded rnodel is the best option

Para2
Govt could be keen to progress if:

- mostly privately funded and run with no significant establishment or recurring
costs to the Govt

- NEED is demonstrated
o Demand by private operators
o Demand by flying school (goes to viability)
o Demand by RFS (ACT or NSW)

The letter (and meeting) did indicate that the Govt and bureaucracy would be
supported, but the process needs to be driven by the prv sector and NOT in an
adversarial way (why did Price not take up the offer to meet with Ian Cox as per his
letter?)

Para 3
GSO was to provide comments on the model provided by Price previously, not to
define any new model or possible Structure (there are too many variables at this stage
for them to define)

Goes back to the process needing to be primarily driven by the private sector and
supported by Govt if there are demonstrated benefits - atry benefits have not been
clearly articulated with rationale and supported arguments.

Para 4
Veracity (not reliable) is a word coined by CMD,.not ACTPLA. Based on the factthat
the costings were done several years ago and that it is usual for proponent estimates to
be on the low side.

Para 5
Yes the Dept. was on the verge of commissioning a financial feasibility study,
however the position now is that this study should be private sector funded and drive
- the Gov't can provide assistance with the setting ofthe terms of reference for any
such study, in order that it satisfy Govt needs

Para 6
It was the'Leasing'branch of ACTPLA that was consulted. They are of the opinion,
and CMD BID agree, that parts of a cpl of other blocks will also need to be resumed
in order to allow for satisfactory infi'astructure and access to any airfield.

ParaT
Demonstration of public interest is the key issue here- in relation to resumption of
land - this is a legislative requirement.
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ParaBlg
Building a GA airfield, cause 'Canberra doesn't have one' is not a public interest

argument. Building a GA airfield for the benefit of 'few' in the community, can not be

argued to be in the greater public interest.

Para 10
We need to liaise with MS/ESA and NSV/ RFS -preliminary advice from ACT was
that due to the primary use of helicopters, there was no need for an airfield for fire
fighting activities. They could land on 'any piece of dirt anywhere'.

Para 11
The ACT is not in a position to build infi'astructure for NSW. However, there is an

argument that if it helps to save territory property/lives etc..... There would be several
other more appropriate locations down the Monaro highway which would suit the
needs of the NSW RFS.

Para12.
The letter from NSW RFS said 'that they would dse such a facility if built, however
would not commit to funding, up front or on an ongoing basis. If they have a need for
such an airfield - why haven't they built one themselves already? There are also
numerous other airstrips around, incluing polo flat - near Cooma, Bunyan, between
Bredbo and Cooma and the one at HUME/Tralee.

We have not spoken to NSW RFS - and we now should.

Para 13
ACTPLA were not so STRONGLY opposed to the proposal - they were cautious, as

were we regarding resumption issues.

A study was done earlier which actually looked for options for a GA airfield in the
ACT - NO location was found suitable (incl Williamsdale)

Para 14
ACTPLA need to be given the opporlunity to rebut this.

- Para 15
Outside of govemment is fine, the preferred option. Govt can help facilitate IF

- public benefit can be demonstrated
costs (est and ongoing) can be identified and covered so as not to cause
ongoing cost burden to Govt

- financial viability can be demonstrated

Para 16
We can take a more positive approach to the proposal if the above can be
demonstrated AND the private sector drives the process. At this stage we have
nothing CONCRETE to take to GSO and Treasury and based on what we have to
date, they can only show restrained support.
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ALSO - we need also to keep in mind the [ature and length of the proposed runway

. and its limitations. For example, we need to find out what fixed wing aircraft NSW
RFS actually use and whether they can land on a 1,000m grass runway. What are the
main uses foi fixed wing aircraft in firefighting and is there local access to water if
needed?
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Meeting \ilith ACTPLA Leasing Section on Williamsdale airfield Proposal - notes

There is aproposal to develop a secure power supply installation on lands south of the

proposed airfield site that will see an above ground power supply system (2xl32l<tra
transmission-stnrctures) transect the pioposed site.

This proposal is with the Chief Minister aod is set to go ahead no matter what. It is not
forpublication. David Butt (Director, Cabinet and Intergovemmental Relation) is aware

of the details.

Leasiug advises that land aequisition issues for lands proposed for the airFreld are far too
complicated and would likelybe too costly to pennit the airfield going ahead on the
proposed site. Land acquisition is only allowed, under the Act, for the public good. This
would be difficult to prove in this case. Given this acquisition of lands could also see

lessees able to argue that theirproperties, once part of their land has been taken for the
airEeld, have become uneconomical to operate. If this werre to occur the Territory would
be forced, under the Lands Act, to purchase the entire block back at a high cost.

t---
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BACKGROUND

In June 2003 the Chief Minister met with a delegation from the General Aviation
(GA) community led by . requesting that Government establish a GA
airfield in the ACT. This was the third such delegation over the past five years seeking
relief from the significantly escalating cost to GA aircraft of using Canberra airport. The
delegation was invited to prepare a proposal for Govemment's consideration. Ir January
2004Mr Chris Price, a GA pilot and member of the I(aine delegation, put forward a
proposal that the ACT Govemment should develop a GA airfield at Williamsdale in the
ACT (Attachment A).

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
Mr Price proposed that the ACT Governrnent use a recreation reserve and travelling
stock reserye which were about to be disposed of to an adjoining rural leaseholdeq
together with some additional land currently held under leasehold, to develop an 1,100

- 1,200 rnetre grass strip. Mr Price asserted that the site would be ideal for deployment
of the fixed-wing aerial fire-fighting aircraft used by the NSW Rural Fire Service.

Mr Price's submission included a letter from Superintendent of the
Yarrowlumla/Queanbeyan NSW Rural Fire Service indicating that an airfield of the
type proposed, outside of controlled airspace, would facilitate targeting fires in the
Queanbeyan and Monaro fire districts and the Tinderry Range using NSW fixed wing
"Fire Bomber" aircraft. Subsdquent discussion by CMD officers with Superintendent
Arthur confirms that the site would be of significant assistance and that Canberra airport
itself is less suitable as aerial fire-fighting aircraft.have difficulty in functioning
efficiently in conjunction with scheduled passenger aircraft in controlled airspace.

Fire-fightingakcraftwould be deployed to the airfield on an as-needed basis. At other
times the airfield would be used as a GA airfield, and the on-going operations of the
airfield would be met by fees charged to use the airfield for landing and parking. Mr
Price provided a business case which indicated that the airfield (after capital costs)
would become self supporting after three years and that it would, thereafter, operate
with a surplus. An analysis of the business case is provided below.

BENEFITS
Mr Price's submission indicated that thele would be thlee major benefits flowing from
the development:
o The facility would provide a fire-fighting base which would significantly enhance

the capability to target fires at their source, that this would deliver on the MOU
signed in October 2003 between the ACT and NSW fire-fighting services which
formalises the co-operative arrangements for fire and emergency management and
supporting services, and which would effectively be funded by GA activities;

o It would reduce the number GA landings and take-offs at Canberra airport by up to
40 000 per year in the year 2050, significantly deferring the need to develop a third
nrnway at Canberra airport; and

o It would significantly reduce the number of training flights/circuits over Canbena
suburbs, thereby amelioratingaircraftnoise issues in the ACT.

The issue of flying training was discussed with Brindabella Airlines, the major provider
of flying training in the Canbena region. The owners were enthusiastic about the
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availability of an altemative site for flying haining as Canberra Airport is becoming
increasingly busy and difficult for smaller aircraft. Brindabella would look to conduct
most of its flyrng training frorn such an alternative site, and expressed the view that there

will be considerable interest from owners who have removed their aircraft from
Canberra over the past five years, and that the development would be likely to attract
follow-on activities to the site as well.

The preliminary survey undertaken by Mr Price, and supported by a number of letters to
myself, indicates that the development would bring in (or back) to Canberra a significant
number of aircraft which are currently housed interstate, as well as possibly triggering
commercial developments such as an ultralight training facility, a helicopter chartering
operation and others, contributing to increased economic activity in the ACT.

COSTS
MrPriceprovided an estimate of $660 500 (includingl% contingencybut excluding
land) as the cost of conshuction of the GA facility on the proposed site at Williamsdale
(including management and amenity facilities but not including specialised fire-fighting
facilities or cross runway). The construction costs were based on quotations received
from industry sources. It did not include the costs required to complete the studies

necessary to reach a decision on the proposal (estimated at $80 000 - see below), the
cost of land acquisition or the detailed design work necessary (provisionallyput at $20
000). Land acquisition costs have not been detemined at this stage, but advice from
ACT Planning and Land Authority is that two of the blocks involved have 99 year leases

without land withdrawal provisions, so the costs may be substantial (potentially $0.5m
or more).

Mr Price also provided a business case for the facility's operations: This assumed:
o Operating costs of $84 000 rising to $118 000 per annum over five years; and

o Revenues rising from $55 000 to $180 000 per annum over five years.

This predicts a 'break-even' point for operating costs in the third year of operation. A
sensitivity analysis (30% reduction in revenues) pushed out break-even to year four.

Whilst revenues come from a variety of sources, the business case was built on the

airstrip providing permanent parking, by year five, to 25 ultralight aircraft, 60 single
engine aircraft and 19 twin-engine aircraft at cornpetitive annual parking fees. Mr Price
has subsequently undertaken an informal survey of aircraft owners who might use

Williamsdale, and forwarded letters from owners in excesb of 120 aircraft expressing
commitment to using the facility as a base, if it is developed. These are mostly single
engine aircraft, some of which are ultralights.

OPERATIONAL FEASIBILITY ISSUES
As a preliminary step, a study was commissioned from Airport Technical Services Pty
Ltd of Adelaide, to determine whether the proposed site is in fact physically suited to the
proposed operations.

The study by Airport Technical Services (Attachment B) indicates that the proposed
Williamsdale facility would be suitable for fire fighting operations, for general GA
activities and for'ab initio' pilot training (the critical first stage of leaming to fly). It
expressed reservations about the ability of the runway's design length to accommodate
twin-engine operations (twins generally require longer runways than singles). However,

21
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Canberra airport's cross-runway also fails to meet the optimum specifications provided

by the manufacturers of several twin-engined aircraft that use that runway regularly.

Discounting commercial operations from the business case (in order to exclude almost
all twin-engined aircraft) results in a twenty-five percent drop in revenues. This falls
within the range of the thirty percent sensitivity analysis. On the other side, Mr Price's
informal market survey indicates that single/ultralight usage may well be in the order of
thirty percent higher than estimated in the business case.

In order to take this proposal further, there needs to be an independent business case

study to examine the assumptions and calculations that have gone into the business case

provided by Mr Price. If this were positive, a fuIl Preliminary Assessment including an
Environmental Impact Statement would then need to be done to progress the proposal.

From the initial study it is clear that in order to prepare a fullbusiness caso (including
amortising the cost of construction through estimated income streams) it willbe
necessary to establish some preliminary design parameters for the facility both as a basis
for undertaking a market survey and to detennine the full costs of development.
Informal inquires indicate that the prelirninary design work and market survey should be
undertaken as part of the same exercise, and Would cost around $20 - 30,000.

ISSUES
Public or private development
A threshold issue at this point is whether further work is to be directed at establishing it
as a Govemment-owner facility, or one which is to be made available for private sector
development.

The assumption behind Mr Price's proposal is that the facility would be established as a
deploy:nent base for fixed-wing aerial fire-fighting activities, with its maintenance (and
possibly some of its capital cost) being met by GA activities.

Whilst this does not preclude establishing Williamsdale as a private sector operation, it
should be noted that GA activities generate lower returns for investors than altemative
commercial activities on such sites. It is for this reason that Canberra Airport, as well as
other recently-privatised airports which still have GA activities, are pricing these
activities at a level which is driving out recreational GA aircraft. as well as some
commercial operators. It is understood, for example, that the Airport Flying School
)which is not owned by the airport operators) is closing down.

Significant caveats would need to be placed on any private sector operator in order to
ensure that its ability to cater for aerial fire-fighting services when required would not be
eroded by commercial developments. If it is also intended to ensure that GA training
activities are retained at the site, further caveats will be required.
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While part of the land is already within Government control, the remainder of the

required land is currently leased. There would be significant issues arising from any
move by Govemment to resume this land and then dispose of it to other private sector
interests. An altemative is that Govemment develops and retains ownership of the
facility but tenders for an operator to manage it.

Alternative sites to Williamsdale
The Department of Urban Services' Infi'astructure and Asset Management Unit
commissioned Maunsell Mclntyre in 2000 to identify a site suitable for GA activities
within the ACT border. That study identified four sites, but did not identiff the
Williamsdale site, although Williamsdale does meet the criteria identified for that study,.
The Maunsell Mclntyre study was confined to a review of sites previously identified as

altematives to Canberra airporl or as a more substantial GA airport, rather than for a
smaller GA airfield. This indicates that it is possible that there may be sites other than
Williamsdale which have not been identified and which would be suitable, although
informal discussions with local pilots suggests that this is unlikely.

A search for further sites is likely to be costly. The Maunsell Mclntyre report, which
was essentially a review, cost around $20 000 in 2000. A study to identify new sites and

evaluate their suitability to likely to be much costlier as it would need to duplicate the
work undertaken for the Williamsdale site for each additional site identified.

RISKS
There are some risks associated with Governrnent's development of the facility:

o Predicted level of private GA interest in the facility does not materialise, and the
Govemment has to fund the ongoing operation of the facility
- The next step would be to commission a review of the business case which

would include a market survey, resulting in greater certainty over the net
. cosVprofit, and any shortfall appears likely to be relatively small.

o Costs of development are higher than predicted
- Design and costing studies would be undertaken before a final decision is

required.
o Local rural leaseholders object to the increase in aircraft noise and activity at

Williamsdale
- The number of landowners potentially affected is relatively small, whilst the

public benefits (including noise reduction in central Canberra) could be
significant

- There ure colnmercial opportunities associated with development of the facility' which could offset the objections of local leaseholders.

OPTIONS CONSIDERED FOR PROCEEDING

Three options for proceeding in the short term have been identified. These were:

A. Delaying Government consideration of the Williamsdale proposal pending
consultations with the National Capital Authority, Canberra International Airport

. and other concerned stakeholders;

B. Undertaking a financial feasibility study to better identify the costs, benefits
and other issues associated with the Williamsdale proposal; and
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C. Completing a widerplanning studyto identify other potential general aviation
*:*n sites and compare them against the Williamsdale proposal.

At present Option A may give an impression of a higher level of commitntent than
prudent at this stage. Option C would be a good course of action if the Government
agreed to support a general aviation airfield in the ACT and the Williamsdale site was
considered unsuitabie for some reason. However, the Maunsell Mclntyre study
examined arurrge of sites proposed and rejected all of them, so it is possible that no
better site will be found.

Option B has been adopted as there are still questions about the proposal's feasibility,
and this would provide moredetailed understanding of financial issues. A call for
expressions of interest was published on 12 February. S'elected consultants will be
asked to tender for a study which will identiff a limited number of design options for the
Williamsdale site, will cost these, will identify the likely demand for the options, and

will prepared business cases for each.

The financial feasibility study is expected to be completed by June 2005. Government
should then have sufEcient information to determine whether it wishes to proceed any
further. If as decision to proceed is taken a full Preliminary Assessment will be
initiated, including studies of environmental impact, community irnpact and heritage
amongst other issues.
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WILLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY
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A site at Williamsdale on the southern border of the ACT has been
proposed to the ACT Government as a suitable locatibn for the
development of a general aviation airfield. The proposal nominated a
longer term demand for a facility to handle up to 40,000 aircraft
movements, including ab-initio flying training per year.

The ACT Government has identified that an airfield in the southern part
of the Australian Capital Territory has the potential to provide a base
for aerial fire fighting activities during the active part of the bush fire
season and has engaged Airport Technical Services Pty Ltd (ATS) to
undertake an operational feasibility assessment of the site as the first
stage of an evaluation of the proposal. ATS is based in South Australia
and have engaged the services of a Canberra based company, AOS
Airport Consulting Pty Ltd, to undertake the data collection phase of the
study.

This study has been undertaken only in relation to the operational
feasibility of the site for the proposed usage. The study has not
addressed any of the environmental, social or flnancial issues
associated with the establishment of an airfield at Williamsdale.

This report presents details of the physical characteristics of the site,
the assessment criteria adopted for the analysis and the performance
of the site against the assessment criteria.

The study includes consultation with stakeholders resident in the
Williamsdate area who had provided a written submission to the ACT
Government in relation to the proposal. Discussions have also been
held with the Lake George Zone of the NSW Rural Fire Service to
determine the key operational characteristics of an aerial fire fighting
base.

The Williamsdale airfield proposal includes an initial development of a
1000 metre runway located approximately parallel to the Monaro
Highway with the potential identified for a secondary runway in the
north-west direction. Whilst the development proposal for the site
included two runways, the analysis of prevailing wind directions and
site topography has indicated that the site potential may be realised
with a single runway orientated in the north-west direction to suit the
prevailing wind conditions.

Draft Report
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The analysis undertaken by ATS, in consultation with the Civil Aviation

Safety Authority has identified that the site is suitable for the
devetopment of a 1000 metre runway for use by single engine and light
twin-engine aircraft. The analysis also indicates that the site has

limited development potential beyond the single engine airfield stage.

The study has identified that the site is well suited for development as a

base for aerialfire fighting fixed wing aircraft and helicopters that could

be activated when needed during the bushfire season.

The study has also concluded that alternate site options should be

investigated if the development of an airfield for larger aircraft is
desired.

I
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WILLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY

2 OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL

The ACT Government have advised that they have received a proposal
for an airfield at Williamsdale, based on the provision of a 1000 metre
runway with a grassed surface suitable for use by single engine and
light twin engine aeroplanes. The proposal also includes helicopters .

and ultra-light aircraft as potential users of the airfield and nominates a
longer term potential demand level of 40,000 annual aircraft

.movements. The ACT Government has also identified that a general
aviation airfield in the southern part of the ACT would be capable of
providing a base for aerial fire fighting during the active part of the
bushfire season.

The submission for the airfield development submitted to the ACT
Government has not been reviewed in detail within this study but has' been provided to ATS as a reference document to assess the site
characteristics needed to meet the potential longer term development
capability. These include the capacity to provide for a crosswind
runway, night operations, areas for hangarage and maintenance
facilities, an annual activity level of 40,000 annual movements and a
potential to provide a longer term alternative to Canberra lnternational
Airport for general aviation aircraft.

An indication of the scope of development associated with these
requirements has been obtained by aerial inspection of the general
aviation airfields in the region between Sydney and Canberra. These
include Goulburn, Mittagong, Wedderburn, Hoxton Park and Camden.
Whilst none of the aerodromes provided a direct equivalent to the
Williamsdale proposal, they all represented similarities to many of the
identified characteristics and the changing level of facility that would be
expected to occur over time. Further details and aerial photos of the
aerodromes inspected are presented in Attachment A to this report.

The inspection identified a number of common elements for all airfields
including the use of hangars as the principal parking and storage
option for aircraft, the provision of parallel taxiways at the busier
aerodromes and thb relative remoteness to significant terrain in the
immediate vicinity to the aerodromes.

The projected activity level of 40,000 annual movements is considered
significant in terms of general aviation aerodromes with only Camden
and Hoxton Park aerodromes currently operating at activity levels
greater than 40,000 movements per year.

Operatlonal Feasibility Assessment Report
J0306.V3R2
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3 PHYSICAL GHARAGTERISTIGS OF SITE

The study site is located on the western side of the Monaro Highway at
Williamsdale, approximately two .kilometres north of the ACT/NSW
border. The location of the runway nominated in the submission to the
ACT Government is parallel to the highway with the southern end of
the runway within the Williamsdale Recreation Reserve as indicated in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: tndicative Locationof Study Srfe
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The land on the western side of the study site rises to the north and' creates a ridge with a NW-SE axis, falling to a creek on the west and
the Monaro Highway on the east. The topography along the north-
south runway alignment is relatively flat with an elevation around 715

. metres AHD. The topography appears to also suit an alternate runway
alignment with a north-western alignment paralle! to the creek.

The land in the vicinity of the site consists of a number of rural
leasehold areas, a travelling stock reserve and the Williamsdale' 
Recreation Reserve. The Williamsdale Recreation Reserve is a

triangular block surrounded by two creeks and the Monaro Highway.
The nominated southern end of the runway is within the reserve with
the creek to the south of the reserve being the southern boundary of
the study site. A 1,000 metre runway would extend between the
reserve and the existing dam on the Guises Flat leasehold area.

Develbpment of the site would need to include provision for the existing
stormwater drainage flows that cross the'Monaro Highway and through
the site. There are four existing culverts under the Monaro Highway
between the recreation reserve and the dam at the northern end of the
site. The four culverts in combination provide a total of nine 750
millimetre diameter pipes across the highway. ln addition, the creek at
the southern boundary of the site crosses the highway in a series of
boxed culverts that is 15 metres wide. The equivalent of these
drainage structures would need to be provided to divert the storm flow
around or under the north-south runway and the associated 60 metre
wide runway strip.

Figure 2 presents a photograph of the site at ground level from the
road adjacent to the southern threshold of the runway and indicates the
alternate runway alignment identified. The topography of the area
around the site can be determined with reference to the contour
information presented in Figure 1 and the aerial photos presented in

Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 2: View of Sitefrom Southem End
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The topography of the area to the east of the site (Figure 3) extends to
a height of more than 300 metres (1000 feet) above the runway

elevation within 1500 metres of the runway.' The terrain to the north of
the site (Figure 4) is dominated by a saddle that rises from the

Murrumbidgee.River and runs to the north with peaks more than 150

metres (500 feet) above the runway elevation within 2500 metres of the
runway ends and aligned with the runway centreline.

Figure 3: Aerial view of site and terrain from the south'west

Flgure 4: Aerial vtew of site and terrain from the south
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4 NOMINATION OF ASSESSMENT GRITERIA

The criteria used to assess the operationat feasibility of the site have
been selected with the principal focus of ensuring the safety of aviation
operations from the airfield site. Additional factors relating to the
potential of the site to meet projected future demands have also been
considered.

The environmental, social and financial issues associated with the
establishment of a general aviation airfield have not been included in

the selection of assessment criteria used in this study.

The factors used in this study to assess the operational feasibility of the
site are:

. Speed and direction of the prevailing winds;
Terrain in the vicinity of the site;

r Operational criteria for ab-initio flying training activities;
. . Flightpath options for arrival, departure and circuit

operations;
r Site area and development potential.
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5 PREVAILING WIND GONDITIONS

. The prevailing wind conditions at the site have been assessed using

TAPM, a computer program developed by the CSIRO to model the

atmospheric dispersal of plumes. The meteorological module of the

. program is able to simulate the weather characteristics of a nominated

site using Bureau of Meteorology records of the synoptic data for the
period since 1997.

The resultant output from the program provides a record of hourly

average wind speed and direction data relative to the nominated site.

The site is deflned with reference to the nearest half minute of latitude

and longitude and the TAPM program contains terrain and vegetation

databases that describe the nominated location.

The TAPM output is available for a large number of heights above a
reference datum. The noininal heights selected for this study from the

options available within TAPM are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 Heights Used in Wind Data Analysis

LOCATION RELATIVE TO RUNWAY HETGHT (METRES)

Landing Threshold

Approach or initial cleanup

Turning onto final or crosswind (500 feet)

Circuit height (1000 feet) equivalent

Circling height (1500 feet)

En+oute hight (3000 feetAGL)

The TAPM output data for the daytime period on 7am to 7pm has been

analysed with reference to a range of wind speeds at the various

heights. The wind speed values used are 10, 15 and 20 knots which

relate to the crosswind limitations for light aircraft.

Figures 5 to 10 present the wind distribution in terms of wind speed
and direction at the nominated heights. All of the results indiLate a
dominance of winds from the north-west which reflects.the presence of
the Murrumbidgee River corridor on the west of the site. The dominant

wind directions indicated in the TAPM analysis are supported through

comments made during discussions with local stakeholders.

46

138

461
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Figure 5: Wind distribution at 9 mefres (30 feet)
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Figure $ Wind distribution at 46 rnefres (150 feet)
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Figure 7: Wind distribution at 138 metres (nominal 500 feet)
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Figure 8: Wind distribution at 277 metres (nominat 1000 fe.et circuit height)
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Figure 9: Wind distribution at 461 metres (nominat 1500 feet circting height)
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Figure 10: Wind distribution at 922 metres (nominal 3000 feet)
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The TAPM analysis of wind 'data and the comments made in
discussions with local stakeholders indicate that the proposed runway
direction, parallel to the Monaro highway, would be subject to winds
with a westerly dominance for a relatively high proportion of the time.

The analysis of wind distribution in terms of the relative frequency of
wind within speed bands, as shown in Figure 11, indicates that the
extent of time that the hourly average wind velocity exceeds 15 knots
varies between 31% at circuit height to g% at the runway threshold
crossing height. Similarly, the frequency of hourly average winds
velocities above 20 knots varies between 14% at circuit height and 2o/o

at the runway threshold height.

Conversely, the analysis indicates that the percentage of time that the
hourly average wind velocity is less than 10 knots ranges from 40o/o at
circuit height to 65% at the threshold crossing height. The net effect of
this wind distribution pattern is an expectation that the wind velocity
would vary with height within the circuit area of the airfield for the
majority of times.

Figure 11 -Wind Speed Distribution by Velocity
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6 SITE TERRAIN GHARAGTERISTIGS

The significance of the terrain in the vicinity of the aerodrome site has

been assessed with reference to the obstacle limitation surfaces (OLS)

for the airfield for the projected range of aircraft that would use the

facility.

The OLS is a series of surfaces that define the airspace around an

aerodrome that needs to remain free of obstacles so as to permit the

intended aeroplane operations at the aerodrome tO be conducted in

safety and to prevent the aerodrome from becoming unusable by the
growth of obstacles around the aerodrome (lcAo - Annex 14). An

obstacle is an object that penetrates the OLS for an aerodrome.

The dimensions of each element in the OLS are prescribed by the
.lnternational Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) with reference to the

standard runway length requirements of the aircraft intended to use the

aerodrome. The standard runway length requirements relate to the

. performance of the aircraft at sea level under standard atmospheric

conditions. The elevation of the site and the consideration of ambient

temperatures, particularly in summer, dictate an increased runway

length requirement over the standard value.

The OLS parameters for a Code 2 runway has been adopted in this

analysis to determine the significance of terrain in the vicinity of the

site.

The location of the standard circuit track has also been used to assess

the significance of local terrain. The dimensions of the circuit pattern

have been derived from the track definitions used in noise models at a

range of aerodromes for the types of aircraft nominated as potential

users of the airfield.

Figure 12 shows a filled area indicating the extent of OLS penetration

by terrain more than 500 feet (150 metres) above the aerodrome

elevation, the usual height at which aircraft turn at the end of the

upwind and final legs of the circuit pattern. Figure 13 similarly shows

the terrain penetration of the lnner Horizontal element of the OLS, 45

metres above the aerodrome elevation. Figures 12 and 13 also

indicate in yellow the final approach and departure climb elements of

the OLS .

The analysis of the local terrain indicates that the OLS is penetrated to

the extent that the standard circuit tracks to the east of the airfield
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would not be available. The alternate crosswind runway alignment
indicated a similar situation with regard to OLS penetrations to the
north and also adds terrain penetrations on the south-eastern end of
the OLS as indicated in Figure 14.

The significance of the OLS penetrations identified in this study has
been reviewed, in consultation with CASA, and found to be acceptable
for the intended use, including ab-initio flying training. of the airfield
with a 1000 metre runway

A study of alternate aerodrome sites was undertaken by Maunsell
Mclntyre (MMl) in 2001 that considered 16 potential sites around the
ACT Region. A detailed review of that report has not been undertaken
in this study but it is noted that the majority of sites considered had
OLS penetrations that r:esulted in the rejection of 12 of the sites and the

. acceptance of some inner horizontal surface penetrations for the four
sites nominated as suitable for further consideration.

The acceptability criteria for OLS penetrations adopted in the MM!
study were not specified but it appears likely that the extent of OLS
penetration identified in this study would have excluded the
Williamsdale site had it been considered in the earlier work.
Conversely, the sites identified in the MMI study may not have been
rejected if alternative criteria has been used to assess the acceptable
extent of OLS penetrations.
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Figure 12: OLS Penetration by Terrain More Than 500 Feet Above Runway
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Figure 13: Terrain Penetration of the lnner Horizontal OLS Element
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Figure 14: Terrain Penetration pf the lnner Horizontal OLS Element for a
crosswind runway
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7 OPERATIONAL GRITERIA FOR AB.INITIO FLYING
TRAINING

The runway length requirements for aircraft used in flight training,
particularly ab-initio training rar:ely exceed the Code 1 criteria for which
the standard approach and departure surface gradient is 5%.

CASA publishes current standards for aerodrome in Part 139 of the
Manual of Standards (MOS) which has been developed as part of the
current Regulqtory Review Programme.

Discussions with CASA undertaken in relation this study confirm that
Part 139 of the MOS does not include any specific requirements for
aerodromes supporting ab-initio flying training and that the proposed
1000 metre runway would be suitable for the range of single engine
aircraft types that would be expected to use the facility, particularly
those involved in ab-initio flying training...

Specific operational criteria for aerodromes conducting ab-initio flying
training were promulgated by CASA in the past with details included in
the En-route Section of the Aeronautical lnformation Publication (AlP-
ENR). The criteria for ab-initio training nominated in the AIP-ENR
include a 3.33% gradient in the approach and departure surfaces within
1600 metres from the runway ends. Whilst the Williamsdale site does' not fully meet this criterion due to terrain to the north of the site,
discussions with CASA indicated that the current standards published
in the MOS Part 139 are the applicable ones for the analysis of the site
potential.

Accordingly, the site is suitable for the conduct of flying training
activities, including ab-initio training.
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8 FLIGHTPATH OPTIONS FOR ARRIVAL,
DEPARTURE AND GIRGUIT OPERATIONS

The analysis of terrain effects discussed above indicates that the circuit
pattern for the runway will need to be on the western side of the
runway only. Arrival and departure traffic join or depart the airfield area

by following one or more legs of the circuit pattern.

The flight tracks that would need to be flown in the vicinity of the

Williamsdale site are controlled by the local terrain. A further
consideration in determining options for flight tracks is the location of
the controlled airspace serving Canberra Airport.

The capability of operating outside controlled airspace to avoid
potential delays was nominated as a selection criterion in the MMI

study of alternate sites. The Williamsdale site is outside the Canberra

control area (CTA) but a CTA step over[ies the site at an elevation of
4500 feet,2150 feet (655m) above the nominal site elevation of 715

metres. The CTA boundary steps down by 1000 feet to 3500 feet
. approximately 4 nautical miles (7.4 kilometres) to the north of the site

(1 mile north of Royalla). The terrain in the vicinity of Royalla includes

hills with elevations that effectively prevent aircraft operations without
entering controlled airspace.

The CTA boundary at 4500 feet is 5 nautical miles (9 kilometres) wide

and creates a ring around Canberra to Bungendore in the east and

Murrumbateman on the western side. The western ring has terrain

elements up to 3000 feet in elevation and a restricted area around the

Tidbinbilla Tracking Station up to 3600 feet. The eastern ring has
.terrain above 3000 feet extending within the 3500 feet CTA boundary
north of Royalla and includes terrain above 3600 feet at Mount

Molonglo.

Air routes to the north of Williamsdale via the eastern or western routes

outside controlled . airspace would require sound airmanship to
negotiate the terrain elements while remaining outside and below the

CTA boundary. The option exists however for the traffic to request a
. clearance and operate within controlled airspace to the north of the

Williamsdale site.

The Williamsdale site is approximately 6 miles (11 kilometres) from the

navigation aid that marks the.commencement of the ILS precision

approach to Runway 35 at Canberra Airport. The traffic tracking in
controlled airspace to the ILS flightpath will be at a prescribed elevation
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of at least 5000 feet, more than 2650 feet above the airfield elevation
and will remain at that height until established on the ILS glide path.

Whilst there is adequate clearance between ILS traffic inside the CTA
and Williamsdale traffic operating outside controlled airspace, the
potential exists for delays to occur in the issue of ATC clearances to
Williamsdale traffic wishing to operate within the CTA due to relative
Iocations in a vertical alignment of the ILS traffic tracks and the
Williamsdale site.

The relative locations of the Canberra CTA boundaries, the
Williamsdale site and the potential flight tracks outside the CTA for
Williamsdale aircraft are indicated in Figure 15.

Whilst the airfield location may constrain the options for aircraft
operating to and from the north of the site, the use of the'airfield as a
fire fighting base would be effectively un-impeded by controlled
airspace considerations as the anticipated areas of fire potential are
predominantly to the east, south and west of the site.
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Figure 15: Canberra Air Traffic Control Area Boundaries
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9 SITE AREA AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL FOR
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

The proposal submitted to the ACT Government was based on the
development of an airfield that could be used by single and twin engine
general aviation aircraft with the suggested potential to evolve into a
facility with a crosswind runway and facilities suitable for handling
40,000 aircraft movements annually. Aerodromes catering for such
levels of activity are significant when compared to other GA
aerodromes as evident in the aerial photos presented in Atiachment 1.

The initia! analysis of the proposal has considered a single grassed
runway of 1000 metres in length. The additional length required to
meet the operational needs of the nominated range of aircraft types to
use the facility has been assessed with reference to the performance
data contained in the aircraft Flight Manuals.

The performance data available for the range of aircraft engaged in
flying training is limited in that the Pilot Operating Handbooks specify
runway length requirements for short field performance rather than
normal runway operations. The range of data considered for this study
indicated that the proposed runway length of 1000 metres was suitable
for flying training aircraft, a view supported in discussions with CASA.

The following listing presents the runway length requirements for a
range of advanced single engine aircraft operating at maximum take-off
weight in standard atmospheric conditions on a sealed runway at an
elevation of 2300 feet.

Aircraft.
Take-off distance Landinq

Ground roll
To 50'

obstacle
Ground roll

From 50'
obstacle

Cirrus SR20 565 785 435 875
Cessna 210 600 995 280 685

Cessna
Caravan

515 940 345 750

Pilatus
PC12

600 920 770 1 135

The performance criteria for a twin engine Beechcraft BE76 Duchess
was reviewed to identify the potential usability of a 1000 metre runway
for a typical light twin engine aircraft used for flying training. The data
presented in the Pilot Operating Handbook for the aircraft indicated that
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whilst it could use the runway with both engines operating, it would
need to significantly reduce its takeoff weight to achieve a positive

single engine rate of climb, the normal operating ciiteria for'twin engine
aircraft.

The accelerate-stop distance requirements for a range of heavier twin
engine aircraft operating at maximum take-off weight in standard
atmospheric conditions on a sealed runway at an elevation of 2300 feet
are listed below and indicate they would also be limited in their
operations from a 1000 metre runway at 2300 feet.

Beech Baron 6 seat twin engine
PA31 Navajo 8 set twin engine
Cessna 404 .12 seat twin engine
Cessna 441 twin engine turboprop

132Om
1230m
1435m
1530m.

The initial concept for the airfield located the runway between the
Williamsdale Recreation Reserve and the Guises Flat leasehold area.

extending through two rural leasehold areas. and the travelling stock
reserye. The northern end of the runway extended into the Guises Flat
leasehold area. The creek on the southern boundary of the recreation
reserve has been nominated as a physical limit to the southern extent
of the runway so that any further development beyond 1000 metres
would need to extend to the north in the first instance and closer to the

rising terrain.

The inclusion of a crosswind runway in the development increases the
area of the airfield site and reduces the overall area available for
secondary development such as hangarS and facilities for fire fighting
operations. The terrain to the east of the site would require the
crosswind runway to be located on the southern boundary of the site to
optimise the obstacle clear gradients approaching the runway. The
analysis of potential usability for a 1000 metre runway and the
prevailing wind indicates it may be possible to achieve the desired.

usability for the aerodrome with a single runway aligned in the north-
west direction.

A detailed assessment of the areas needed and available for hangar
development has not been undertaken at this stage as the primary

focus has been the operational feasibility of the runway. The number
of hangars and the associated space requirements has not been

catculated at this time but the range of facilities provided at other
airports can be identified in the information presented in Attachment A.
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{O SITE AREA AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL FOR

FIRE FIGHTING AIRGRAFT

The development concept nominated by the ACT Government for this
study included the potential use of the site by the NSW Rural Fire
Service (NSWRFS) and other agencies as a basing location for aerial
fire flghting aircraft during the active periods of the bush flre season.

The operational needs of an airfield for fire fighting activities have been
. determined after consultation with the Fire Control Officer of the Lake

George Zone of the NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS) and with reference
to the details of aerial fire fighting aircraft presented in the web sites of
the RFS, the Victorian Department of Sustainability and Environment
(DSE) and the Victorian Country Fire Authority (CFA). Additional
information has been obtained through discussions with the manager
of the DSE State Aircraft Unit and Col Pay of Pay's Air Service Pty Ltd,
an aerial firefighting, contractor that has operated in the local area.

The RFS does not operate aircraft itself but contracts a number of fixed
and rotary wing aircraft for standby during the flre season. ln addition,
the RFS seeks Expressions of lnterest from aircraft operators available
to provide aircraft on a call-when-needed basis.

ln Victoria, the DSE have established a fleet of fixed wing aircraft and
helicopters that are provided to the CFA through an lntegrated
Firefighting Aircraft Resource (IFAR) arrangement that includes some
standard management systems and support arrangements. The DSE
maintain a Statewide network of 15 fire bombing bases which are
made up of an airstrip, water supply and equipment for mixing
retardant.

The location of a firefighting base also needs to be relatively close to
the fire sources to be effective. The DSE fire bases provide a network
of airfields that can be activated and deactivated in response to the
relative location of fires. The significant factor in locating air bases
relative to the fire locations is the travel time for aircraft between the
fire and the base. lf the travel time is excessive, the fire has a chance
to re-establish itself between successive drops and the overall
efficiency of the fire fighting operation is significantly reduced. Travel
times greater than 12 minutes for fixed wing aircraft and 8 minutes for
helicopters were suggested as the operational limits that would be
considered in the decision to activate a fire base.
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The information gathered by ATS in this study indicate the location of
the Williamsdale site would be suitable for fires in the local area such

as the Tinderry Mountains to the South East, the Brindabellas to the

West and the northern end of the Cooma Monaro RFS Zone.

All of the information collected by ATS for this study indicates that the

supply of water is the critical factor in providing an efficient air base for
firefighting operations. A range of optioris exist for the supply of water
at the Williamsdale site including permanent and temporary storages'

The larger helicopter types used for firefighting have the ability to 'self-

fill' from almost any water source in approximately 50 seconds by a
hydraulic pump hanging underneath the airiraft. The provision of
water in open dams or specialised storage ponds for self-filling
operations would be of advantage for such operations.

' Jl:"'l',:1,T1?:lnT^'H'liifl#:lTf,i'ffiT'",:::ffi::Ji:: [:
available or inadequate.

The Wiltiamsdale site offers an alternative option for the supply of
water to the storage ponds through the use of rail tankers on the
railway line to the east of the site. The railway line at Williamsdale is
part of the Queanbeyan to Michelago line operated by the ACT
Historical Railway Society but is currently not used south of Royalla.
Williamsdale effectively represents a branch line from Royalla where

there is a loop and siding track. The proximity of the airfield site to the

railway line enables water to be stored in tankers parked on the lirie
during the fire season with the water transferred to the storage ponds

when the fire base is activated. Additional tankers of water can be

stored at Royalla and refilled from the filling point at Queanbeyan
station.

= Additlonal siting requirements identified include adequate space to park

niffi:,?:ffi :::'fr"i[i::,,i;.",:xi:H"ffi :.?J,'5#:1ryfl J:;
runway was identified by Col Pay from his experience of prevailing

winds during the local bushfire season.

The space required for aircraft parking depends on the fipes and

number of aircraft involved. A minimum number of ten helicopters plus

fixed wing aircraft was indicated in discussions noting that 17

helicopters were operating from the one site during the peak of the
Canberra bush fires.
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The type of aircraft operated for aerial fire fighting and the experience
of the pilots operating the aircraft combine to create a requirement for
runways and operating conditions that are much less demanding than
those associated with general aviation aircraft. The bases dstablished
by the DSE in Victoria include a range of unlicensed airfields with the
typical conditions associated with their operation indicated in the listing
presented in Table 2. The range of typical operating conditions for fire
fighting bases in Victoria indicate that the Williamsdale site would meet
the operational requirements of a fire fighting base.

Table 2: Operational Characteristics of Victorian Aerial Fr're Bases

Location
Elevation

Runways Operational remarks

Benambra
2200 feet

14132 Gravel '1250m

Marked power lines on S approach
displace RWY32 Threshold. RWY14
takeoff distance 995m. Landing diqtance
RWY 32 1100m. Windmill on E side.
Caution ultralight aircraft use dry lake bed
0.5 nm N. PAL Lighting not CASA
approved.

Mifta Mitta
820 feet

14132grass (610m Nth
end gravel) 920m

Strip runs parallelto Omeo highway. High
terrain in circuit area. Caution fences and
trees on approach both ends. Caution
wind shear. lce in winter. All circuits LH.
Turn right after departure from RWY 32.
Bird and wombat hazard.

Forepunkah
935 feet

18/36 grass 840m fence
to fence.

Strip is located east side of Mt. Buffalo in
Buckland Valley. Gradient 1.25% down to
N. Caution traffic uses access road which
crosses strip at N end. Due to gradients
and trees on S boundary, preferred
direction is 18 for landing and 36 for
takeoffs. Othenrvise operating length is
720m. Airfield activities include ultralights
and microlights, models, hang gliders.
Paragliding and carlwinbh towing.

Mt Beauty
1 100 feet

14l32.Gravel (300m S
end sealed) 975m

RH circuits for landing RWY32. SE THR
permanently displaced 220m. Powerlines
at SE end. High ground 2300 feet 1nm to
SE. Due to terrain takeoff R\tr/Y 14 not
permitted.

Snowy
Range
5200 feet

18i36 900m
09127 70Om grass and
gravel

Emergency use only. RWY 09/27 has
road crossing strip at W end and could
have traffic on it. Preferred direction =
18/36 and has hump in the middle.
Caution mountains and fences.

Source: Airfelds 2000, AOPA
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WLLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY

11 GONSIDERATION OF STAKEHOLDER

SUBMISSIONS

The ACT Government has received written submissions regarding the
proposed airfield from a number of people living in the Williamsdale
area. Copies of these submissions have been provided to ATS as they
identify a number of operational factors in relation to the proposed

airfield site.

The operational issues identified in the written submissions received by

the ACT Government include:

. ! Ab-initio training;
. Terrain in the vicinity of the site;
. Prevailing wind conditions;
. Proximity to the controlled airdpace serving Canberra Airport;
. Access air routes to and from the north of the site; and
. Consideration of sites rejected in the Maunsell Mclntyre 2001

studY.

All of these topics have been considered in the analysis undertaken by
ATS and discussed in this report.
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ACT GOVERNMENT

WILLIAMSDALE AERODROI'E SITE STUDY

12 SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT

The analysis of the Williamsdale airfield proposal, with reference to the
operational feasibility of a 1000 metre runway for general aviation
aircraft, indicates the airfield would be suitable for single engine ahd,
with some restrictions, light twin engine aircraft.

The facility and the location would be well suited for the establishment
of a base for aerial fire fighting activities that could be activated when
needed.

The site has limited potential for use by general aviation.twin engine
aircraft and for development beyond the nominated 1000 metre
runway. Alternative sites woutd need to be developed for general
aviation activities requiring more than a 1000 metre runway.
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WLLNMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY

GOULBURN

Licenced aerodrome

Sealed nrnway 04122

Grassed runway 08126

000003

ATTACHMEIIITA

GAAERODROME REVIEW

3

1283 metes

590m

Hangars for aircraft.

Adjacent motel under construction (for long time, no opening date known)

L-
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WILLIAMSDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY

ATTACHMENTA

GAAERODROIIIE REVIEW

MITTAGONG

Gravel runway 061241000 metes

Effective operating length 700m in 06 direction, 600m n24 diection. Circuits to
Northwwest due to terrain

A few aircraft on parking apron area, most aircraft in hangars.

Fuel facility inside locked shed.
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WLLIAiISDALE AERODROME SITE STUDY

WEDDERBURN

Gravel runway 17135

Private flying club field, restricted public access.

Aircraft storage in hangars

950 metres, southern 500m sealed

850 metues

ATTACH]IIENTA

GAAERODROME REVIEW

THE OAKS

-
r::-

Grassed runway 18/36
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CAMDEN

Licenced arerodrome

Sealed Runway 06124

Grassed runway 10128

Hangars and apron parking

Glider facilitigs andrunways for gliders

000 
^02

ATTAC.H}IENTA

GAAERODROTIE REVIEW

1464 metes

723 metres
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